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Abstract

In this thesis, we develop approaches for carrying out inference and model-based experimental

design, under both internal and external sources of uncertainty.

Specifically, in Chapter 1, we develop a stochastic growth model for the carbon-based super mate-

rial, Graphene, and propose approaches for relating controllable experimental factors to the under-

lying growth mechanism.

In Chapter 2 we develop a unified framework for carrying out response surface optimization

when the input factors are noisy, and in Chapter 3, we explore the problem of designing optimal ex-

periments, under the extra uncertainty generated by noisy inputs. Internal noise, a term used to de-

scribe the phenomenon of noisy inputs, is found to adversely affect optimization and model-based

optimal designs. We show that accounting for this internal noise during the design and modeling

stages significantly improve inference. In particular, we develop a modified optimality criterion for

generating optimal experimental data, and show improvements in subsequent inference based on

that data.

In Chapter 4, a missing data perspective is used to improve inference on deformations along the

profile of 3D printed products. We show that these deformations depend on missing angles, which

can be used to infer global and local deformation patterns. We use the inferred deformation model

to design compensation plans for minimizing deformations on future printed objects.
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0
Introduction

Ever since Sir R.A. Fisher’s foundational contributions during the early twentieth century, modern

statistics has been driven by the challenges of inference in the presence of uncertainty. Some of these

challenges involve appropriate data sourcing, modeling, the quantification of uncertainty, and the

combination of evidence from multiple sources, and have spawned several subfields in response,

including experimental design, causal inference and Bayesian statistics.

The linking of statistical methods with theories underlying physical mechanisms, which is a criti-

cal step in inference, has been further strengthened in the last few decades by the advent of comput-

ing, especially through Bayesian parametric methodologies. This linking process, particularly as it

exists at the interface of engineering theory and application, provides a major part of the inspiration

and motivation for this thesis. Application of statistical theory to engineering problems is a rela-
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tively nascent endeavor (relative to applications in life sciences and social sciences) and some of the

challenges this thesis attempts to address include the correct quantification of uncertainty, model

development relating underlying physics to data, and the generation of better data using inferred

models.

The observational scale within engineering problems typically ranges from the micro to the

macro level, and this thesis matches that by exploring uncertainty within Carbon nanostructures

as well as 3D printed products. The first three chapters in particular focus on Graphene and Carbon

Nanotubes (CNTs), two of the most promising and versatile nanomaterials relevant to industrial

engineering. The fourth chapter, on the other hand, focuses on 3D printing, a highly promising

manufacturing technique for building physical products layer-by-layer. In each chapter, these appli-

cations form the backbone through which methodology is developed to quantify uncertainty, create

physics-based inferential models, and design new experiments.

Specifically, in Chapter 1, a stochastic growth model is developed for Graphene, with links pro-

posed for relating controllable experimental factors to the underlying growth mechanism. Chapter 2

develops a unified approach to response surface optimization when the input factors are noisy, and

studies the effect, on optimization, of ignoring available information on the noise. In Chapter 3, the

problem of designing optimal experiments, under the extra uncertainty generated by noisy inputs,

is explored. A modified optimality criterion for generating optimal experimental data is developed,

and is shown to improve subsequent inference based on that data. In Chapter 4, a missing data per-

spective is used to improve inference on deformations along the profile of 3D printed products, and

to design compensation plans for minimizing deformations on future printed objects.
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Growth is never by mere chance; it is the result of forces

working together.

James Cash Penney

1
A Stochastic Graphene Growth Kinetics

Model

Graphene is the name given to a flat monolayer of carbon atoms tightly packed into a two-

dimensional (2D) honeycomb lattice, and is a basic building block for graphitic materials of all other

dimensionalities 16. In the realm of materials science and condensed matter physics, graphene rep-

resents an exciting new class of materials that continually offers new inroads into low-dimensional

physics 16, and a broad spectrum of applications including optoelectronics, chemical and biosens-

ing26,52,53. The unique room-temperature properties of graphene, such as the quantum hall effect 51
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and high electron mobility4, make its high yield production particularly desirable.

Although several methods currently exist for synthesizing graphene, recent interest has been fo-

cused on synthesizing graphene through the chemical decomposition of hydrocarbons on metals

due to relatively low production costs. Specifically chemical vapor deposition of hydrocarbons on

copper has proved particularly promising in producing high quality large-area monolayer graphene 30

and is thus our focus in this paper.

The synthesis of large-area high-quality monolayer graphene requires some understanding of

its growth mechanism and the impact of underlying process factors (e.g., temperature and pres-

sure), since faster growth kinetics will lead to larger-area graphene. The mechanisms underlying

graphene growth and their relationship to the process conditions have recently received much inter-

est 3,8,25,65,59, albeit through deterministic models. Recently, Wu & Huang 64 proposed a novel ap-

proach to deterministically model the growth kinetics of the graphene flakes, using the well-studied

confined exponential model. Whereas the work of Wu & Huang 64 can be considered pioneering,

their model, henceforth referred to as the WH-model, neither permits quantification of uncertainty

associated with the growth kinetics nor relates the kinetics to the process conditions. In this arti-

cle, we first develop a stochastic growth model which shares some mathematical properties with the

WH-model, link it to the growth kinetics and then propose inferential models for learning about the

kinetics from experimental data. Furthermore we propose links between controllable experimental

factors and the kinetics, and consequently provide a framework for the statistical design and analysis

of future experiments.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 1.1, we briefly explain the graphene growth experi-

ments, give a brief overview of the WH-model, argue that some of the assumptions are overly restric-

tive, and indicate how they can be relaxed. In Section 1.2, we discuss details of the proposed model

and show how various model assumptions lead to derivation of the growth kinetics function. Sec-

tion 1.3 details how an inferential model, which accounts for the sampling design, can be developed
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Figure 1.1: Overall illustration of the nucleation and growthmechanism of graphene on copper 24. Graphene growth

proceeds from stage (i) to stage (ii), at which point it either continues to stage (iii) or stage (iv).

for learning about the parameters of the kinetics. In Section 1.4 we discuss how the parameters of

the model can be estimated via a Bayesian approach and the uncertainty associated with estimation

assessed. Section 1.4 also details sensitivity analyses based on the sampling design. In Section 1.5, we

propose several model extensions and make concluding remarks.

1.1 Brief overview of graphene growth, the WH-model and its limitations

Kim et al. 24 clearly explain the processes involved in the formation of graphene on copper. A typical

experimental run consists of passing methane over a copper foil (or tray), at some pre-determined

value for the process conditions (for example, Kim et al. 24 investigated the growth of graphene on a

copper surface from 720 ◦C to 1050 ◦C ).

As stated by Kim et al. 24 and shown in Figure 1.1, the breakdown of methane on the copper sur-

face increases the concentration (Ccu) of the active carbon atoms (or adatoms), until it reaches a
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critical supersaturation level (Cnuc ≥ 3.82 × 1015cm−2), where formation of stable graphene nuclei

(islands) takes place (Figure 1.1 stage (i)). This formation is also referred to as nucleation. Kim et al. 24

note that impurities, surface roughness, grain boundary grooves, and stepped terraces on the copper

foil often play important roles in graphene nucleation. In particular, they demonstrate that sites ex-

hibiting those properties are energetically favorable sites for nucleation and that nucleation occurs

almost exclusively in those regions.

As the nucleation and growth of the graphene islands deplete the adsorbed carbon atoms sur-

rounding them, the Ccu is quickly reduced to a level where the nucleation rate is negligible. The

growth of the nuclei continues until the supersaturated amount of surface carbon atoms above

the equilibrium level Ceq is consumed and an equilibrium between graphene, surface carbon, and

methane is reached (Figure 1.1 stage (ii)). This equilibrium is dependent on the twin balancing acts

of adsorption/chemisorption and desorption, as well as attachment and detachment of carbon

atoms to each other. Depending on the available carbon, graphene nuclei either coalesce to form

eventually a saturated continuous film (Figure 1.1 stage (iii)) or stop growing to reach a final incom-

plete coverage (Figure 1.1 stage (iv)), where Asat denotes the proportion of saturation on the copper

surface.

The WH-model seeks to uncover the kinetics driving the growth of graphene during its pro-

duction process. Two fundamental assumptions of the model are: (a) single growth mechanism:

individual graphene islands under the same process conditions are driven by the same kinetics, and

(b) self-similarity: the growth kinetics and island shapes have separable effects on the area growth ve-

locity of each graphene island. Based on the above assumptions, the following multiplicative model

was proposed for the angular dependent area growth velocity, vi(θ, t), of the ith graphene island at

angle θ and time t:

vi(θ, t) = gi(θ)q(t) , (1.1)
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where gi(θ) describes the shape of the ith graphene island, and q(t) is the deterministic kinetics driv-

ing the growth at time t. It is important to note at this point that we describe the shape, gi(θ), in

polar coordinates as is natural when dealing with 2D closed profiles. Another way to interpret the

model is to imagine that each island starts with shape gi(θ) and is scaled up by the kinetic func-

tion64.

In general, it is very difficult to observe or measure vi(θ, t) and thus this model is instead linked

to the more measurable (and thus more easily modeled) total area covered on the copper foil/tray at

time t, S(t). In Figure 1.1 for instance, S(t) represents the sum total of the shaded areas within each

circle in stages (i)-(iv). Denoting the constant number of graphene islands on the tray at any time t

by N, Wu & Huang 64 derived the following model for the growth kinetics:

q(t) =
d
dtS(t)

2
√

NS(t)
, (1.2)

based on the assumption that gi(θ) follows the model:

gi(θ) = g(θ) + εi, where εi ∼ N (0, σ2ε).

The above model appears to have several limitations. First, it does not allow for modeling and eval-

uation of uncertainty, because (1.2) contradicts the assumption that q(t) is deterministic. This is

due to the fact that all the gi(θ), and consequently S(t), are random. Second, the assumption of N

remaining constant over time is clearly unrealistic and overly restrictive, especially for the first few

instants of time. Third, the model does not account for the time-varying random behavior (attach-

ment/detachment) of carbon atoms along the profile of each graphene island. Fourth, it does not

suggest a way to link different process conditions to the growth kinetics. Finally, it does not allow

us to understand what type of experimental data are needed to estimate the model parameters, and
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how to analyze such data with the objective of estimating model parameters and making predictions

from the fitted model.

Some of the models proposed in this paper retain the fundamental structure (1.1) of the WH-

model, but makes several generalizations. First, the component shape gi(θ) is assumed to be ran-

dom, but restricted to have area, Anuc. As Vlassiouk et al. 60 note, a simple estimate for the critical

size of surviving carbon cluster is about 140 - 320 atoms. Combining this with the lower bound for

Cnuc (described above) gives the estimate Anuc ≈ 6.02 × 10−14cm2. We note here that Anuc = 1

was proposed by Wu & Huang 64 and this is appropriate only if the goal is to compare the kinetics

for different copper trays. In our proposed model, the kinetics are reformulated in terms of E(S(t))

(where E(X) stands for expectation of a random variable X), through acknowledgment of the effect

of random carbon atom attachment and detachment along the profile of each island. Another major

change is the use of the random process N(t) instead of a constant (N) number of graphene islands

to make the model much more realistic. Next, we consider the possibility of having multiple trays

of graphene islands, each tray representing a single experimental run at a specific value of the process

conditions. Such a representation facilitates the task of linking the growth kinetics with the process

conditions. Finally we present a parametric approach for estimating q(t), along with a procedure for

quantifying the uncertainty in the estimation as well. In particular, we focus on Bayesian methods as

they provide a natural framework for specifying the interdependence of the various components of

the parametric model.

1.2 A generalized stochastic graphene growth kinetics model

Let N(t) denote the random number of islands on the tray at time t. Denoting by vi(θ, t), the an-

gular velocity of the ith island at time t and angle θ, and ṽi(θ, t) its expectation over the random

8



micro-scale attachment/detachment of carbon atoms, we can generalize (1.1) to

ṽi(θ, t) = E [vi(θ, t)] = gi(θ)q(t), {i = 1, . . . ,N(t)} , (1.3)

where gi(θ) denotes the fixed area random shape of island i and q(t) denotes the kinetics driving

the growth time t. Our objective is to estimate q(t) as a function of time t, and to eventually com-

pare q(t) for multiple process conditions, since each kinetics curve reflects the effects of the process

conditions on the growth rate.

Let t0i ≥ 0 denote the random time the nucleation process begins for the ith island and let t∗0i

(where t∗0i > t0i) denote the random time of nucleation for that island. Note that t∗0i − t0i ≈ 0 due

to the relatively small value of Anuc, and for mathematical simplicity we will assume t∗0i − t0i to be

infinitesimally small.

Now, let Si(t0i, t) denote the area covered by the ith island by time t, and let S̃i(t0i, t) denote the

equivalent area covered when the random micro-scale behavior of the carbon atoms is averaged out.

Two hypothetical curves Si(t0i, t), one with t0i = 0 i.e., instant nucleation (broken-line curve) and

the other with an arbitrary t0i > 0 (solid-line curve) are shown in Figure 1.2.

We mention at this point (and show in Appendix A.1) that Si(t0i, t) only depends on the ran-

dom shape, gi(θ), through its non-random area, Anuc. Therefore, any randomness in Si(t0i, t) is

completely determined by the distribution of the nucleation times, t0i, as well as the random attach-

ment/detachment of carbon atoms to the edges of each island. Consequently, any randomness in

S̃i(t0i, t) is completely explained by the distribution of the nucleation times, t0i.

The total area S.(t) covered by the graphene islands on the tray by time t can be expressed as

S.(t) =
N(t)∑
i=1

Si(t0i, t) =
N(∞)∑
i=1

Si(t0i, t) · 1{t∗0i ≤ t} =

N(∞)∑
i=1

Si(t0i, t) · 1{t0i < t}, (1.4)

9



Figure 1.2: Hypothesized growth curves for a single island under assumptions of instant (Si(0, t)), and random delayed

(Si(t0i, t)) nucleation.

and equivalently, under the process where the random behavior of the carbon atoms is averaged out,

the total area S̃.(t) covered by the graphene islands on the tray by time t can be expressed as

S̃.(t) =
N(t)∑
i=1

S̃i(t0i, t) =
N(∞)∑
i=1

S̃i(t0i, t) · 1{t∗0i ≤ t} =

N(∞)∑
i=1

S̃i(t0i, t) · 1{t0i < t}. (1.5)

We will now make use of a simple example to show the effects of the nucleation times and random

attachment/detachment of carbon atoms on a hypothesized tray.

Example: Individual island growth

Suppose, for a hypothetical growth process for graphene, we have that q(t) = 100 exp(−t).

Further suppose that we observe three different graphene islands, each with a distinct shape (gi :

i = 1, 2, 3) and nucleation time (t0i : i = 1, 2, 3). We let g1, g2 and g3 represent specific circular,

three-lobed, and four-lobed shapes respectively, with Anuc set to 10−5 cm2. Specifically, we first se-

lect coefficients βi,k (i = 1, 2, 3; k = 0, 1, . . . , 8) for unnormalized shapes h1, h2 and h3 in polar

10



coordinates such that

log(hi(θ)) = βi,0 +
4∑

m=1
βi,2m−1 cos(mθ) + βi,2m sin(mθ) ,

and then we normalize appropriately by defining g1, g2 and g3 through

gi(θ) =
√

Anuc ·
hi(θ)√

1
2

2π∫
0

h2
i (θ)dθ

.

For the circlular shape, g1, we set β1,0 = 1, and set β1,k = 0 for all k ̸= 0, so that g1(θ) is constant, as

expected of circles. For the three-lobed shape, g2, we set β2,k = 1 for k ∈ {0, 5, 6}, and set β2,k = 0

otherwise. Finally, for the four-lobed shape, g3, we set β3,k = 1 for k ∈ {0, 7, 8}, and set β3,k = 0

otherwise.

Next, we set nucleation times, t01 = 0 mins, t02 = 0 mins and t03 = 1 min, and select observation

times t = 0, 0.2, 1, or 4.5 mins. In order to represent the effect of random carbon attachment

and detachment from the profile edges, we add some noise to (1.3). Specifically, we set vi(θ, t) =

ṽi(θ, t) · ei(θ, t), where ei(θ, t) is a log-normal random variable with parameters μ = −0.005 and

σ = 0.1, i.e., ei(θ, t) ∼ LN (−0.005, 0.12). Note that E(ei(θ, t)) = 1 always. Fig 1.3a shows the

underlying growth process on the tray, when the random carbon attachment is averaged out, while

Fig 1.3b shows the corresponding growth process as observed.

From Fig 1.3a we can see that average growth along any direction is proportional to the initial

shape at nucleation, and that the total area covered on the tray is highly dependent on the nucleation

time for each graphene island. Taking the circular island as an example under this average growth

process, the radius and area at time t = t01 is given by 0 cm and 0 cm2 respectively. At time t =

t∗01 = t01 + ε (for some ε > 0, an infinitesimally small number by assumption), the radius and

area are
√

Anuc/π cm and Anuc cm2 respectively. More generally, at some general time t mins (where

11



(a) The growth of three graphene islands averaged over random carbon attachment.

(b) The actual growth of three graphene islands. The rough profiles show the effect of

random attachment of carbon atoms.

Figure 1.3
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t > t∗01), the radius and area become
√

Anuc/π · 100(1 − exp(−t) and Anuc · [100(1 − exp(−t))]2

respectively. Note that the assumption of infinitesimally small t∗0i − t0i implies that the interval

(t0i, t∗0i)will contain a general observation time t with zero probability, and allows us to use the

same distribution for t0i and t∗0i. Furthermore, according to (1.5), the total area covered on the tray,

by all three graphene islands in our example, at time t = 4.5 mins is therefore S̃.(4.5) = S̃1(0, 4.5) +

S̃2(0, 4.5) + S̃3(1, 4.5), where S̃1(0, 4.5), S̃2(0, 4.5) and S̃3(1, 4.5) are the areas of the three shapes

observed in the bottom right panel of Fig 1.3a.

Fig 1.3b shows the lack of smoothness along the profile of each island, resulting from the random

behavior of carbon atoms along the edge of each island. Since we will henceforth be concerned only

with aggregated measures, such as the total area covered on each tray, such detailed modeling of the

observed carbon atom behavior along the edge of each island will be unnecessary, and we will only

need to model the noisy behavior at the aggregated level.

We now state a result (proof in Appendix A.1) which provides us with a closed-form expression

for the kinetics, q(t).

Theorem 1.2.1 Assuming the multiplicative model (1.3), the kinetics q(t) driving the growth on a

specific tray has the following form:

q(t) = 1√
Anuc

[
ξ′(t)− ϖ′(t)

2
√

ξ(t)− ϖ(t)
+ ϕ′(t)

]
, (1.6)

for ξ(t) > ϖ(t) at all times (t > 0), where

ξ(t) = E
(
S̃i(t0i, t)|t0i ≤ t

)
,

ϕ(t) = E
(√

S̃i(0, t0i)|t0i ≤ t
)

, and

ϖ(t) = Var
(√

S̃i(0, t0i)|t0i ≤ t
)

.
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Remarks

1. Note that the area forfeited at any time t by an island with nucleation time t0i is given by the

difference Si(0, t) − Si(t0i, t). Thus, the quantity S̃i(0, t0i) under the square-root sign in

the expressions for ϕ(t) and ϖ(t) can be interpreted as the forfeited area of the ith island at

its nucleation time t0i, when the random behavior of the edge carbon atoms is averaged out.

This is because Si(t0i, t0i) = 0 by definition.

2. The expectations in the expressions for q(t) and ϕ(t), and the variance in the expression for

ϖ(t) are with respect to the distribution of the nucleation times, which we determine in

Section 1.2.2.

3. Under instant nucleation, S̃i(0, t) is the area covered by the ith island, when the random

carbon atom behavior at the edge of the island is averaged out. In a departure from our ex-

ample, S̃i(0, t) need not be implicitly defined through ṽi(θ, t) and the distribution of carbon

atom attachment/detachment; we can derive analytical expressions for S̃i(0, t) by first as-

suming suitable models for E(Si(0, t)) and the nucleation time distribution f(t0i), and then

setting S̃i(0, t) = E(Si(0, t)). Note that in general we use S̃i(t0i, t) = E(Si(t0i, t)|t0i), so that

we can rewrite ξ(t) from the theorem above as

ξ(t) = E
(
S̃i(t0i, t)|t0i ≤ t

)
= E (Si(t0i, t)|t0i ≤ t) .

4. From Theorem 1.2.1 and the previous three remarks, it follows that in order to estimate q(t),

we need first to decide on suitable models for E(Si(0, t)), f(t0i) (the nucleation time distri-

bution), and E(Si(t0i, t)) (the expected graphene area for ith island at time at t, with random

nucleation time, t0i ∼ f(t0i)). These models are derived in Sections 1.2.1-1.2.3. While develop-

ing these models, we make use of the models already proposed by Wu & Huang 64 whenever
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appropriate. Multiple model modifications which make uncertainty analyses possible and

which reflect more realistic conditions have additionally been proposed.

1.2.1 A model for E(Si(0, t))

Let S0
. (t) denote the graphene area on the tray under the assumption of zero nucleation times for all

islands on the tray (t0i = 0 for all i). From (1.4), we can write by substituting t0i = 0

S0
. (t) =

N(∞)∑
i=1

Si(0, t) .

Applying the law of iterated expectations, we have that

E(S0
. (t)) = E(N(∞)) · E(Si(0, t)) ,

or

S̃i(0, t) = E(Si(0, t)) =
E(S0

. (t))
E(N(∞)

. (1.7)

In developing a model for E(S0
. (t)), we re-visit the model proposed by Wu & Huang 64 , who

noted that the area growth over the copper tray at time t (which we denote by S0(t)) is well de-

scribed by a confined exponential growth model, which is essentially the following first order dif-

ferential equation (ODE)
d
dt{S0(t)} = α(S∗ − S0(t)) .

Solving the ODE under the assumption of deterministic S0(t) then leads to the following expression

for the area

S0(t) = S∗(1 − exp(−αt)) . (1.8)

Here, α > 0 is the parameter governing the expansion/growth on the tray, and S∗ is the area of the
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copper tray (the maximum achievable area).

By assuming a constant number of islands, Wu & Huang 64 implicitly assume zero nucleation

times for all the islands. It is thus natural to develop a model for E(Si(0, t)) from this confined ex-

ponential model. Furthermore, note that the limiting (at infinite time) area according to (1.8) is S∗,

which indicates complete coverage of the tray. We relax this assumption and make an adjustment

for incomplete coverage. Denoting the graphene area on the tray under the assumption of zero nu-

cleation times for all islands on the tray as S0
. (t), now consider the following model for the expected

area

E(S0
. (t)) = E(S0

. (∞)) · (1 − exp(−αt)) , (1.9)

where α > 0 is the parameter governing the expansion/growth on the tray, and E(S0
. (∞)) is the

expected limiting area on that tray. By making the assumption that higher valued growth parameters

lead to more tray coverage, we further propose the following

E(S0
. (∞)) = (1 − exp(−αω))S∗ , (1.10)

where ω > 0 is a parameter which governs the relationship between α and coverage. Consequently

from (1.9) and (1.10),

E(S0
. (t)) = S∗(1 − exp(−αω))(1 − exp(−αt)) . (1.11)

Substituting the expression for E(S0
. (t)) from (1.11) into (1.7), the final model for E(Si(0, t)) is thus

given by

S̃i(0, t) = E(Si(0, t)) =
(1 − exp(−αω))S∗

E(N(∞))
(1 − exp(−αt)) . (1.12)

In the next section we develop a distribution for the nucleation times, f(t0i), and subsequently

obtain E(N(∞)).
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1.2.2 A model for f(t0i), the nucleation time distribution

One model for f(t0i) stems from recognizing N(t) =
∞∑
i=1

1{t0i≤t} as a constrained birth process. By

proposing the Poisson process N(t) ∼ PP(λj(t)) (where λ(t) is the underlying non-homogeneous

intensity function for the tray), we have that:

f(t0i) =
λ(t0i)

∞∫
0

λ(s)ds
. (1.13)

Any choice of the intensity function will need to take the following consideration into account.

The appearance of a new graphene island depends on the proportion of area left untouched on the

tray at time t. The less the available area, the lower the number of islands that can appear. We thus

propose the following intensity function

λ(t) = βS∗
(

E(S0
. (∞))− E(S0

. (t))
E(S0

. (∞))

)
,

where β is some positively valued parameter, S∗ is the limiting area on the tray according to (1.8), and

E(S0
. (t)) is given by (1.9). After substitution of our model for E(S0

. (t)) from (1.9), we have that

λ(t) = βS∗ exp(−αt) .

We can now obtain the nucleation time distribution as

f(t0i) = α exp(−αt0i) which implies t0i ∼ Expo(α) , (1.14)

where Expo(a) denotes the exponential distribution with parameter a.
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Subsequently, we also obtain that

E(N(t)) = βS∗
α (1 − exp(−αt)) and E(N(∞)) =

βS∗
α . (1.15)

This inverse relation between the average number of islands at infinite time, and the growth param-

eter, matches the intuition that faster growth leaves less room for new islands to form, thus resulting

in a lower number of islands at infinite time.

1.2.3 A model for E(Si(t0i, t))

Based on the models derived in the last two sections, we can now develop a model for the expected

graphene area for a single graphene island, with random nucleation time, t0i ∼ Expo(α). In order

to achieve this, we first propose the following link between the expected graphene area on a tray

assumed to have instantaneous nucleation (E(S0
. (t))), and the expected graphene area on a tray

where such an assumption is absent (E(S.(t)))

E(S.(t)) = E(S0
. (t)) · Pr(t0i ≤ t) . (1.16)

This formulation implies that on average, the area on a tray with random nucleation is determined

by the area on the same tray under zero nucleation times, down-weighted by the proportion of is-

lands which have nucleated. This allows us to recover E(S0
. (t)) under the specific case of zero nucle-

ation times, since Pr(t0i ≤ t) = 1 for all t in that case. Substituting the expression for E(S0
. (t)) from

(1.11) into (1.16), and noting that Pr(t0i ≤ t) = 1 − exp(−αt), it follows that

E(S.(t)) = S∗(1 − exp(−αω))(1 − exp(−αt))2 . (1.17)
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By defining Si(t0i, t) = 0, whenever t0i > t, and applying the law of iterated expectations on (1.4),

we obtain

E(S.(t)) = E(N(∞)) · E(Si(t0i, t)) .

Substituting (1.15) and (1.17) into the above expression, the final model for E(Si(t0i, t)) is given by

E(Si(t0i, t)) =
α(1 − exp(−αω))

β (1 − exp(−αt))2 . (1.18)

1.2.4 Expressions for ξ(t), ϕ(t) and ϖ(t)

Based on the models developed in Sections 1.2.1-1.2.3, we can now derive expressions for ξ(t), ϕ(t)

and ϖ(t). By the law of total expectation, we know that

E(Si(t0i, t)) = E(Si(t0i, t)|t0i ≤ t) · Pr(t0i ≤ t) + E(Si(t0i, t)|t0i > t) · Pr(t0i > t) .

Since we defined Si(t0i, t) = 0, whenever t0i > t, we have that E(Si(t0i, t)|t0i > t) = 0, and thus,

ξ(t) = E(Si(t0i, t)|t0i ≤ t) = E(Si(t0i, t))
Pr(t0i ≤ t) =

α(1 − exp(−αω))
β (1 − exp(−αt)) . (1.19)

The last step follows from (1.18) and the fact that Pr(t0i ≤ t) = 1 − exp(−αt). In order to obtain

expressions for ϕ(t) and ϖ(t), we first recall from (1.12), after plugging in the model for E(N(∞)),

that

S̃i(0, t) = E(Si(0, t)) =
α(1 − exp(−αω))

β (1 − exp(−αt)) .

Now,

E(
√

S̃i(0, t0i)|t0i ≤ t) =

√
α(1 − exp(−αω))

β

t∫
0

√
(1 − exp(−αt0i))

f(t0i)
Pr(t0i < t)dt0i
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=

√
α(1 − exp(−αω))

β

t∫
0

√
(1 − exp(−αt0i))

α exp(−αt0i)
(1 − exp(−αt))dt0i

=

√
α(1 − exp(−αω))

β · 2
3

√
(1 − exp(−αt)) after some manipulation ,

and

E(S̃i(0, t0i)|t0i ≤ t) =
α(1 − exp(−αω))

β

t∫
0

(1 − exp(−αt0i))
f(t0i)

Pr(t0i < t)dt0i

=
α(1 − exp(−αω))

β

t∫
0

(1 − exp(−αt0i))
α exp(−αt0i)
(1 − exp(−αt))dt0i

=
α(1 − exp(−αω))

β · 1
2
(1− exp(−αt)) after some manipulation .

We can now write

ϕ(t) = 2
3

√
α(1 − exp(−αω)

β

√
(1 − exp(−αt)) , (1.20)

and

ϖ(t) = 1
2

α(1 − exp(−αω))
β (1− exp(−αt))−ϕ2(t) = α(1 − exp(−αω))

18β (1− exp(−αt)) . (1.21)

1.2.5 Modified expression for the kinetics

We are now in a position to obtain a closed-form expression of equation (1.6) for the kinetics q(t)

governing the graphene growth on the tray under the models for the shape, expected area and distri-

bution of nucleation times developed in Sections 1.2.1-1.2.3. Based on the expressions in (1.6), (1.19),
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(1.20) and (1.21), we obtain the following form for q(t):

q(t) =

(
1
3 +
√

17
72

)√
α3(1 − exp(−αω)) exp(−αt)√

Anucβ (1 − exp(−αt))
. (1.22)

The role each term plays in the kinetics can now be clearly seen. As Anuc becomes smaller one

should expect the kinetics driving the growth process to a fixed maximum area to increase. An in-

crease in β should naturally lead to a decrease in the kinetics driving the growth of each graphene

island when all else is fixed. This is due to a decrease in the available space which each island has to

grow, as a result of higher expected number of islands. An increase in ω, which signifies a higher

overall limiting area, should natually lead to an increase in the kinetics as well. Increasing α will gen-

erally lead to an increase in the kinetics, especially in the early stages of growth.

A simple example

We now illustrate the effect of α on the proposed kinetics model with a simple example. Assume

we have three unique process conditions corresponding to α1 = 0.5, α2 = 1 and α3 = 1.5. Suppose

S∗ = 1 cm2, Anuc = 6.02 × 10−14 cm2, ω = 4 and β = 50. The plots of the intensity functions and

kinetics versus time are shown for the three different values of αj (Figure 1.4).

In Figure 1.4a, the intensity starts at β and rapidly declines with time for each value of α. Ob-

serve that higher values of α decay much faster, leading to a lower final nucleation density overall. In

Figure 1.4b, note that higher values of α lead to higher growth kinetics especially in the beginning,

when the copper trays are yet to be covered.

1.3 Observational level model for experimental data

In the previous sections, we determined an expression for the kinetics driving graphene growth un-

der several parametric model assumptions. The next goal is to learn about those parameters from
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(a) Intensity vs time

(b)Kinetics vs time

Figure 1.4: Intensity and Kinetic plots based on a simple example.
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experimental data, and thus we will need to propose a final observational level model for carrying

out inference on the parameters. If we can observe S.(t) at different time points t = t1, . . . , tnT ,

then the inference on the parameters is somewhat straightforward, and in Section 1.5, we propose a

method to estimate the kinetics under this scenario. However, in many situations, the data collec-

tion mechanism prohibits observation of the whole tray, and there is therefore a need to account for

the extra noise generated at the observational level. In order to motivate the observational model, we

first briefly describe the experimental data.

1.3.1 Multi-resolution data

Graphene grown on copper substrate was monitored at a single process condition combination

(temperature = 1050◦C, methane concentration = 60 ppm). At four time points during the growth,

5-8 non-overlapping images are taken at random locations on the copper tray. The resolutions of the

images differ, thus ensuring that the sizes of the images, at some baseline magnification, are different.

Figure 1.5 shows a sample of the data, where each time point is represented.

Measuring the area of graphene in each image requires the use of image processing software and

we made use of ImageJ’s Fiji software49,50 in the processing and Figure 1.6 shows the sample from

Figure 1.5 after processing.

1.3.2 A noisy observation model

From the description of the data and Figure 1.5, it is evident that due to the merging of islands, mea-

surement of N(t)will be difficult, if not impossible, particularly at later stages of the growth. Thus

the parameter β will not be estimable from the data. What that means is that we will know the ki-

netics, q(t) only up to some proportionality constant. Since our eventual goal is to compare the

kinetics under different process conditions, we do not lose anything if we make ratio-based compar-

isons.
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(a) 5mins (b) 15mins

(c) 30mins (d) 45mins

Figure 1.5: A sample of themulti-resolution data.

(a) 5mins (b) 15mins

(c) 30mins (d) 45mins

Figure 1.6: A sample of the processedmulti-resolution data.
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Figure 1.7: A hypothetical copper tray at some time t. The grey rectangles represent sampled portions (images) of the tray

and the black objects represent graphene islands. Smaller rectangles correspond to higher resolutions/magnifications.

In order to develop a model which incorporates information from multiple resolutions, con-

sider the hypothetical state of a given tray, along with 5 images at different resolutions depicted in

Figure1.7.

Let us denote the measured graphene area covered in lth image on the tray at time t by ul,t, and

the area of that lth image by Ul,t. In Figure 1.7, the area of a grey rectangle is Ul,t, and the sum to-

tal of the black area within that rectangle is ul,t. Also denote the total area of all images on the tray

at time t as Uobs
t , and the corresponding non-observed area as Umis

t . Further denote the total area

covered by graphene in all images on the tray at time t as Sobs
. (t), the unknown graphene area in the

unobserved portion as Smis
. (t), and the number of images on the tray at time t as mt. Recall that S.(t)

is the total area covered by graphene on the tray at time t, and S∗ is the area of the copper tray. Then,

Uobs
t =

mt∑
l=1

Ul,t, Umis
t = S∗ − Uobs

t , Sobs
. (t) =

mt∑
l=1

ul,t, and Smis
. (t) = S.(t)− Sobs

. (t) .
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Note that {u1,t, u2,t, . . . , umt,t, Smis
. (t)}, which we now denote by uuut, defines a random partition

of S.(t), with Smis
. (t) always missing/unobserved. On the other hand, {U1,t,U2,t, . . . ,Umt,t,Umis

t },

which we denote by UUUt, defines a known partition of S∗.

We can now build a model for the observations by making the following considerations:

1. Each ul,t/Ul,t should be an unbiased estimator of E(S.(t))/S∗, based on the random location

of the images on the tray.

2. As Ul,t → ∞, the variance of ul,t/Ul,t should approach 0. On the other hand, as Ult → 0,

ult/Ult should increasingly exhibit bi-modality at 0 and 1, due to the clustering behavior of

the graphene islands.

3. The variance of ul,t/Ul,t should approach zero when E(S.(t)) → S∗ and when E(S.(t)) →

0. These are the boundary conditions of the growth process.

4. Due to the clustering behavior of graphene islands, the correlation between any ul,t/Ul,t and

uk,t/Uk,t should be positive and decay with the distance between the images. This distance

can be defined in terms of the minimum distance between boundary points of the two im-

ages. In the absence of spatial information, this final consideration can be ignored based on a

simplifying assumption of zero correlation, at the risk of underestimating the uncertainty in

the model.

Based on considerations (1) - (3), we propose the following:

ul,t
Ul,t

∼ Beta
(

νUl,t
E(S.(t))

S∗ , νUl,t

(
1− E(S.(t))

S∗

))
, (1.23)

where ν is an unknown parameter which scales the influence of each Ul,t on the variance, so that any

rescaling of all Ul,t’s will have no effect, since 1/ν will be rescaled as well. Relatively high values of ν,
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for fixed Ul,t, result in ul,t very close to its expected value for all {l, t}, and is appropriate for situa-

tions where clustering behavior is not expected. Relatively low values, on the other hand, represent

situations where clustering is the norm, as in the case of graphene growth. The parameter ν thus

provides some useful information about clustering behavior exhibited in the data.

By plugging in the model for E(S.(t)) from (1.9), (1.10), (1.14) and (1.16), we can now write the full

hierarchical data generating model for the observed area as

ul,t
Ul,t

∼ Beta (νUl,t(1− exp(−αω))(1 − exp(−αt))2, νUl,t (1 − (1 − exp(−αω))(1 − exp(−αt))2)) ,

(ν, ω,α) ∼ Π(ν,ω,α) ,

where Π(·) represents some specified distribution.

1.4 Estimation and Results

1.4.1 Bayesian estimation

We denote the data byD and the parameters by φ, noting thatD ≡ ({ul,t}, {Ul,t}) and φ ≡

(ν, ω, {α}). Our goal is to draw posterior samples for q(t) through posterior samples from Π(φ|D).

After obtaining posterior samples for q(t) through posterior samples from Π(φ|D), we can estimate

q(t) by its posterior mean q̂(t) and obtain the posterior intervals as a measure of the uncertainty of

estimation (see Gelman et al. 17 for more on Bayesian inference).

We first assume a flat hyper-prior distribution for the log-transformed parameters so that the

posterior estimates correspond with the maximum likelihood estimates. i.e.,

Π(log(ν), log(ω), log(α)) ∝ 1 .

Table 1.1 shows the posterior estimates for the parameters, and Figure 1.8 shows the fitted area-
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parameters estimates lower upper
ν 94.61 50.56 165.15
ω 8.82 5.87 12.90
α 0.16 0.13 0.21

Table 1.1: Posterior statistics for the kinetics parameters

(a) Proportion covered over time. The circles are ul,t/Ul,t,
the red squares are Sobs

. (t)/Uobs
t , the solid line is the esti-

matedE(S.(t))/S∗, and the broken lines are 95% posterior

intervals.

(b) The estimated kinetics along with 95% posterior inter-

vals (assumingβ = 1).

Figure 1.8: Intensity and Kinetic plots based on the Graphene data.

coverage and kinetics (where for the sake of plotting the shape, we have assumed β = 1). The

posterior samples are obtained using the MCMCpack package 35 in R43, and the diagnostic plots

are shown in Appendix A.2.

1.4.2 Sensitivity to sampling design

Based on the estimated observation model, we are also interested in determining the sensitivity of

the estimation procedure to the choice of sampling design. Specifically, we would like to know

if and how the number of images, the similarity of resolutions across images, the number of time

points chosen, and the percentage of missing data (unobserved tray portion) affect inference. This
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information will be used in designing optimum sampling plans for new experiments.

In determining the effect of the above sampling factors, we turn to simulations. In the simula-

tions, we assume the data generating model is the same model given in (1.23) and is estimated using

the Bayesian methodology as described in Section 1.4.1. We also assume the following sampling de-

sign features:

1. The number of time points is nT, and nT ∈ 4, 5, . . . , 40. Note that we select equi-spaced

time points on the log scale, so as to finely capture the initial moments of the growth process.

2. The fraction of missing data, Umis
t /S∗, is ρmis, and ρmis ∈ [0.1, 0.99].

3. The number of images at every time point throughout a single growth process is nP, and

nP ∈ 4, 5, . . . , 20.

4. The image sizes follow a Dirichlet distribution, i.e.,

(U1,t,U2,t, . . . ,UnP,t) ∼ Dirichlet(γ · 111nP),

where 111nP denotes a vector of 1’s, of length nP. Note that increasing γ increases the similarity

of resolutions (i.e. the balance of sizes across images at time t). We assume that log(γ) ∈

[0.5, 2.5].

A full factorial design for the four factors listed above is computationally expensive due to the

curse of dimensionality. For instance, a full factorial design for four factors at ten levels each requires

104 runs. In order to reduce the number of runs, while maintaining space filling properties for each

factor, we make use of approximate Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) designs 36,37, with the approx-

imation due to integer rounding for the discrete factors. Specifically, we generate a 600-run LHS

design for the four factors above, using the SLHD package 1 in R. The metric we use to determine
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sensitivity at each run is the posterior RMSE (root mean square error) defined as

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
nTM

nT∑
k=1

M∑
m=1

(q̂m(tk)− q(tk))2 ,

where M(= 5) denotes the number of replications at each factor combination. Since LHS designs

generate irregularly spaced domain points, some smoothing is needed to interpolate unsampled

domain points on a grid. In order to produce all two factor interactions, we apply a kriging interpo-

lator on the calculated posterior RMSE for each two factor combination using the geoR package46

in R, using the default Matérn covariance function. All the two factor interaction plots are shown in

Figures 1.9, 1.10, and 1.11.

Remarks

1. Figures 1.9a, 1.9b and 1.10a, which depict the two-factor joint effect of the number of time

points (nT = 4, . . . , 40) with the other factors, suggest that a higher number of time points

will in general lead to better inference.

2. Figures 1.9a, 1.10b and 1.11a, which depict the two-factor joint effect of the fraction of missing

data (ρmis ∈ [0.1, 0.99]) with the other factors, suggest that a lower fraction of missing data

will also lead to better inference. In fact, judging from the plots, the fraction of missing data

seems to be the most relevant factor in how good the inference procedure will be, and its

effect changes depending on the values of the other factors.

3. Figures 1.10a, 1.11a and 1.11b show the two-factor joint effect of the number of images (nP ∈

4, 5, . . . , 20) with the other factors. The plots, especially Figure 1.11a, suggest that a lower

number of images generally leads to slightly improved inference, with the effect of the num-

ber of images being somewhat weak in comparison to the effect of the other factors.
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(a) Joint effect of nT and ρmis .

(b) Joint effect of nT andγ.

Figure 1.9: Two factor interactions. Darker shades represent smaller RMSEs (i.e. lower estimation uncertainty), and are

desirable.
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(a) Joint effect of nT andnP.

(b) Joint effect of γ and ρmis .

Figure 1.10: Two factor interactions. Darker shades represent smaller RMSEs (i.e. lower estimation uncertainty), and are

desirable.
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(a) Joint effect of nP and ρmis .

(b) Joint effect of γ andnP.

Figure 1.11: Two factor interactions. Darker shades represent smaller RMSEs (i.e. lower estimation uncertainty), and are

desirable.
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4. Figures 1.9b, 1.10b and 1.11b show the two-factor joint effect of the resolution balance (log(γ) ∈

[0.5, 2.5]) with the other factors. Figure 1.9b does not yield much information, but the other

two plots (especially Figure 1.10b) imply that inference improves with more balanced resolu-

tions across the images.

Judging from the plots in Figures 1.9, 1.10, and 1.11, the fraction of missing data seems to be the

most important factor, followed by the number of time points, the number of images and the res-

olution balance across the images. Combining this with the four interpretations above, we thus

recommend observing the whole tray at as many time points as possible. If observation of the entire

tray is not feasible, then the observable region should be partitioned into as few images as possible,

while those images should be at approximately the same resolution.

1.5 Discussions and future extensions

In this paper, we have developed a stochastic framework for understanding the kinetics driving

graphene growth by proposing models for the observed shape, time-varying area of each individ-

ual island, as well as the nucleation time distribution, while ensuring each component model reflects

practical considerations and expectations. The resulting inference and sensitivity analyses show the

stability of the model, and suggest some new sampling designs for graphene growth experiments.

It is worthwhile to point out that there are a lot of unsettled issues such as the co-existence of

multiple growth mechanisms and multi-layer growth etc., but we believe our work provides a start-

ing point to address these issues. Specifically, the supersaturation assumption, considered debatable

by some experts, has actually been relaxed in our work (Eqs. 10 and 11), in anticipation of the growth

conditions affecting the final graphene coverage. Further, we have used the single growth mech-

anism only as a description of the average nucleation behavior− the actual nucleation behavior

at any site on the copper tray is assumed to be random (equation 4), thus ensuring a simple class
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of multiple growth mechanisms for each graphene island. More sophisticated classes of multiple

growth mechanisms, based on more detailed information of the copper foil’s roughness, are certainly

possible.

The graphene process can simultaneously have multi-layer growth. The proposed modeling

framework handles the growth of the first layer (right on top of the copper foil) and describes how

the first layer covers the foil over time. Since only the data of the first layer are collected for model-

ing, the secondary and tertiary layers do not affect the modeling of the first layer. Thus, one limita-

tion of our final model is that it can only handle monolayer (two-dimensional) graphene growth.

Expanding the model to describe multi-layer (three-dimensional) growth is an important research

direction that we plan to explore.

We now propose a couple of model extensions/modifications for richer experimental datasets.

1.5.1 Observational model for entire tray

If instead of ul,t, we observe S.(t) as per our recommendation in Section 1.4.2, then we can update

the observational level model based on the following considerations

1. S.(t) should be non-decreasing over time.

2. The variance of S.(t) should approach zero when E(S.(t)) → S∗ and when E(S.(t)) → 0.

These are the boundary conditions of the growth process.

3. The models proposed in Sections 1.2.1-1.2.3 remain valid.

We can thus propose

S.(t)
S∗ |S.(∞) ∼ S.(∞)

S∗ · DP (ν, (1− exp(−αt))2) ,

S.(∞)

S∗ ∼ Beta (ν(1 − exp(−αω)), ν exp(−αω)) ,
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where DP(ν,H(·)) denotes the Dirichlet process distribution with concentration parameter ν and

base function H(·). This observational level model captures the random behavior of carbon atom

attachment to the edges of graphene islands, as well as ensuring that temporal dependence is ac-

counted for. It is thus recommended for inference when the whole tray is observed.

1.5.2 Growth as a function of process conditions

We can expand the component models to include covariate information, representing the different

process conditions (e.g., growth temperature, methane flow rate, and ambient pressure). We can

do this by first considering graphene growth on multiple trays, and introduce an extra index, j ∈

{1, . . . , J}, representing each tray. We then explicitly connect each tray specific α with XXXj, the vector

of covariates describing the process condition for tray j. i.e., we use αj = α(XXXj), some positively

valued function of the covariates XXXj for tray j. We can then write qj(t) as q(t|XXXj) by simply replacing

αj with α(XXXj), thus explicitly showing the dependence of the kinetics on the process covariates XXXj.

Since αj > 0, one natural way of modeling α(XXXj) is to use the log-linear model,

log(α(XXXj)) =
K∑

k=1

ak · bk(XXXj)) .

where the basis functions bk(·) can be determined through some exploratory data analysis.

It is our expectation that future experimental data will lead to improvements on the component

models, especially the log-linear model for α(·). Some future research directions include designing

and evaluating experiments to obtain graphene data, along with process condition information.
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A noise annoys an oyster, But a noisy noise annoys an

oyster more.

R.P. Weston and Bert Lee

2
Response Surface Optimization in the

Presence of Internal Noise

In most experiments that are conducted by engineers or physical scientists to study input-output

relationships and to identify the optimal value(s) of the input variable(s) that optimize the response

or the output variable, it is common to have some level of internal noise, typically associated with

noisy input measurements. A well-studied field of statistics (more specifically, experimental design)

is robust parameter design 54,63, where the goal is to choose the optimal levels of process inputs that

make the response least sensitive to noise. Most of the work done by statisticians on robust design in
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the 1980s and 1990s dealt with external noise and were motivated by manufacturing (e.g., automo-

bile) applications. The role of internal noise in the optimization process was mostly limited to the

so-called “tolerance design,” where the idea was to exploit a possible non-linear relationship between

the response and the input factor with internal noise to determine the optimum setting of the input

factor as well as a tolerance around that set value41,29.

The fact that experiments in nanotechnology involve input factors that are prone to internal

noise was noted and discussed by Dasgupta et al. 11 , who treated the model-fitting and optimization

under internal noise as two separate problems. We will now illustrate such an approach through

the following toy example. Assume that the experimenter is interested in maximizing the following

response surface with a quadratic mean function

Y = β0 + β1X + β2X
2 + ε , (2.1)

where X is a single input variable (or control factor as in robust design literature) like temperature of

a furnace, and ε represents the additive effect of the external noise that can neither be controlled nor

measured during experimentation. Now suppose the input X (e.g., actual temperature) is subject to

internal noise i.e., X is itself a random function of a true input Z (e.g., the set temperature). Then

we can write, for example,

X = g(Z) + υ , (2.2)

where g(·) is a deterministic, invertible function, and υ denotes the additive internal noise. Then we

can rewrite (2.1) as

Y = β0 + β1g(Z) + β2g
2(Z) + β1υ + 2β2υg(Z) + β2υ

2 + ε . (2.3)

The optimization problem therefore boils down to finding a Z∗ that maximizes E(Y)while keep-
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ing var(Y)within acceptable limits. Such an optimization problem can also be formulated in terms

of a suitable performance measure, like the signal-to-noise ratios proposed by Taguchi 54 or other

measures by Leon et al. 28 .

Data from experiments involving internal noise are typically of the form (Yi,Zi)i=1,...,n, permit-

ting experimenters to fit models connecting Y directly to Z, i.e., (2.3). Information on the internal

noise model as (2.2) are often obtained from surrogate experiments or observational studies that

yield pairwise data (Xj,Zj)j=1,...,m. The approach adopted by Dasgupta et al. 11 consisted of the fol-

lowing two steps: (i) fitting the response surface model (2.3) using the data on (Y,Z), and (ii) subse-

quently incorporating the surrogate information about (2.2) obtained from the data on (X,Z) for

optimization of (2.3) using Monte-Carlo simulations. Clearly, in this approach, the fitted response

model does not take into account the impact of internal noise. Thus the response surface modeling

and its optimization are treated as two separate problems. It is also obvious from the form of (2.3),

that even in a relatively simple scenario, the model linking Y to Z may not be straightforward to es-

timate. It is therefore natural to explore a unified approach for modeling and optimization of the

response function under internal noise. Such an approach that permits integration of the available

information on internal noise into the modeling and optimization of the response function has not

been studied so far.

It is also worthwhile to note that, with some additional effort (e.g., extra cost and time), it is

sometimes possible to collect data in the form of triplets (Zi,Xi,Yi) from the same experiment,

as in Remillard et al. 45 . Intuitively it seems that such data should be more helpful in accounting

for internal noise in the optimization problem, but quantification of such benefits is not possible

without a unified framework as described earlier.

In this paper, we propose a unified Bayesian approach to response surface optimization in the

presence of internal noise. Our key ideas and contributions include: (a) Finding a suitable, unit-free,

interpretable performance measure to quantify the strength of internal noise, (b) postulating a hi-
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erarchical model that captures the mutual relationship among Y, X and Z, (c) Identifying suitable

objective functions or performance measures consistent with the overall goal if optimizing the re-

sponse function, (d) Proposing methods for estimating the performance measures from available

experimental data using posterior estimates of model parameters, (e) Comparing different perfor-

mance measures using Monte Carlo simulations and (f) Studying the effect of ignoring available

information on internal noise while solving the optimization problem.

In order to do this, we first describe a motivating example in Section 2.1 from a Carbon nanotube

(CNT) alignment experiment. In Section 2.2, we propose a unit-free summary measure of internal

noise, that can be interpreted as the “strength” of the internal noise, and helps design simulation

studies by varying the level of internal noise. In Section 2.3 we propose a Bayesian framework for

performing response surface optimization in the presence of internal noise. In particular, we define

and evaluate appropriate objective functions to be optimized, and discuss their estimation. In Sec-

tion 2.4, we perform extensive simulations to compare the proposed objective functions. Section

2.5 explores the effect of ignoring internal noise on the correctness of identification of the optimal

solution. We apply the results of our analyses to the experimental data in Section 2.6, and some con-

cluding remarks are presented in Section 2.7.

2.1 Research Motivation: CNT Alignment

Scientific interest in carbon nanotubes (CNTs) has risen over the past several decades, primarily due

to their versatility as a result of properties such as high electrical and thermal conductivity, high me-

chanical strength, and optical anisotropy. For example, CNTs play a primary role in flexible electron-

ics40, energy storage devices 12, optical displays 27,32, chemical sensors 15, and water treatment tech-

nologies 10,58. Due to the extreme aspect ratio of CNTs, transferring these unique properties from

the nano-scale to industrial-scale products requires their orientation in a single direction. Remillard

et al. 45 utilize an external electric field, one of the most promising techniques for industrial-scale
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No Electric Field Electric Field 

Figure 2.1: Examples of randomly oriented CNT and CNT aligned in the presence on an electric field.

alignment, to orient CNTs, and their work provides a basis for investigating the role of internal

noise.

In their paper, Remillard et al. 45 conduct an experiment to determine the optimal level of electric

field strength that maximizes alignment of CNTs. Figure 2.1 shows an SEM image of multi-walled

carbon nanotubes aligned using a combination of these factors compared to a randomly oriented

sample45.

Experiments were also conducted by simultaneously varying two other factors in addition to elec-

trical field strength (X): CNT mass (M), and volume of suspension fluid (measured by its inverse I).

Initial exploration of the factor space led to determination of a response model of the form

R = ψ (X,M, I) + ε ,

where R is a response that measures alignment, ψ(·) is a function of the input variables, and ε ∼

N (0, σ2) denotes the observational noise. The expected response function was optimized to deter-

mine the desired levels of M, I and X. However, an important aspect that was not considered in this

rudimentary optimization approach was the presence of internal noise making X a random variable.

In this experiment, the electrical field was generated amplifying a voltage input to some desired tar-
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get strength and applying it to the CNT samples suspended in fluid. This electric field amplification

process is prone to random fluctuations around the desired value (due to the machine), and thus the

amplified electric field, as an input to the alignment process, is inherently noisy. Figure 2.2 shows

the relationship between original input voltages (Z) and their corresponding electric field strength

(X) from data generated during the experiment, as well as from supplementary (pre-experiment and

post-experiment) data. Therefore, the goal of the experiment is to determine the optimal value of

Z that maximizes some desired objective function associated with achieving a desired level of align-

ment.

From the figure, it appears that X possess a mean-dependent variance, leading to a heteroscedastic

and asymmetric marginal distribution for R. Since X can only be controlled through its noisy link

with Z, the question that naturally comes to mind is, should such heteroscedastic and asymmetric

internal noise taken into account while determining the optimal solution? If so, how?

2.2 How Severe is the Internal Noise? A Unit-free Measure

In order to understand the magnitude of internal noise before any experiments are planned, a unit-

free and response-independent measure for determining the internal noise severity is needed. We

now define one such measure, based only on the available (X,Z) pairs. This means that it is possible

to determine, based on supplementary data only, if it will be necessary to account for internal noise

in the main experiment, or if it is relatively safe to ignore.

Intuitively, any good unit-free measure for determining the level of internal noise should com-

pare some function of dispersion before and after the internal noise occurs (i.e., dispersion of X

under the assumption of zero-noise, relative to the true dispersion of X). The dispersion of X un-

der the assumption of zero noise is directly related to the dispersion of Z, which is itself governed

by the experimental design, i.e., the experimenter’s choice of the input points Z. Such a design can

be visualized a probability density function f(z) that represents the uncertainty associated with the
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Figure 2.2: The original (generated) voltage (in volts) versus the amplified voltage (in volts).

selection of z from ΩZ (the domain of Z’s). Suppose the experimenter is considering choosing the

input points in the closed interval [a, b]. Consider the following two examples: (i) three levels of Z

are chosen at a, c, b, where a < c < b, (ii) Z is chosen uniformly in the interval [a, b]. In the former

case, we can write

f1(z) =

 1/3, z = a, c, b

0 otherwise.

In the latter case,

f2(z) =
1

b − aI (a ≤ z ≤ b) ,

where I(·) denotes the indicator function.

Let σ2f (X,τ, γ) denote the variance of X, where f(·) represents the experimental design, γ a pa-

rameter (scalar or vector) associated with E(X|Z) in model (2.2), and τ a variance parameter, typi-
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cally associated with the variance of the internal noise ν in (2.2), that measures the degree of internal

noise. Thus,

σ2f (X,τ, γ) = Efvar(X|Z) + varfE(X|Z), (2.4)

Then a reasonable unit-free measure of internal noise is:

Sf(γ,τ) = 1−
σf(X, 0, γ)
σf(X,τ, γ) , (2.5)

where σ2f (X,τ, γ) is given by (2.4). Note that S(γ,τ), as defined by (2.5), is always bounded between

0 and 1, with higher values representing higher internal noise levels. To illustrate how this measure

can be computed analytically, assume that in model (2.2), g(z) = γZ and var(ν) = τ2, and let the

pdf associated with the experimental design be f2(z) = 1
b−aI (a ≤ z ≤ b) as in the uniform case

introduced earlier. Then, from (2.4), we have

σ2f (X,τ, γ) = Ef(τ2) + varf(γZ) = τ2 + γ2varf(Z) = τ2 +
γ2(b − a)2

12
.

Substitution of the above in (2.5) yields:

Sf(γ,τ) = 1 − 1/

√
1 + 12

τ2

γ2(b − a)2 .

In the case of heteroscedastic internal noise where we have a mean-dependent internal variance,

Var(X|Z) = τ2Z, we have that E(Var(X|Z)) = (τ2/2)(a + b), and thus

Sf(γ,τ) = 1 − 1/

√
1 + 6

τ2(a + b)
γ2(b − a)2 .

In addition to being unit-free, Sf(γ,τ) enables direct comparisons of noise magnitude across dif-

ferent internal noise distributions. We make use of this property when comparing internal noise
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magnitudes from our simulation studies in Section 2.4, and our CNT alignment model in Section

2.6.

Since γ and τ will have to be estimated in practice, we utilize a Bayesian framework to estimate

S(γ,τ) by the posterior mean, Ŝ = E(S(γ,τ)|XXXobs,ZZZobs), with the estimation uncertainty described

through posterior intervals. In the next Section we describe this Bayesian framework, and investigate

the problem of optimizing a response surface in the presence of internal noise.

2.3 A Bayesian framework for Response Surface Optimization in the presence

of internal noise

We now define a general relationship between a response Y, a single noisy factor X, and the actual

input Z, which yields X as an intermediate value, using the following hierarchical model

Y|X, θ ∼ F(Y|X, θ)

X|Z,φ ∼ G(X|Z,φ)

(θ,φ) ∼ π(θ,φ) , (2.6)

where the distributionsF(·) and G(·) are parametrized by θ and φ respectively, and π(·) denotes

a prior distribution for the parameters. Note that we use the term distribution loosely here, but

more specifically refer toF(Y|X, θ) and G(X|Z,φ) as density functions later on. We restrict the

distribution G such that E(X|Z,φ), denoted by g(Z) is an invertible function of Z.

Without loss of generality, let us assume henceforth that the main objective is the maximization

of the response (the minimization problem is similar). In the absence of internal noise, G(·) is de-

generate and X is equivalent to Z. Then the maximization problem can be stated as

X∗ = arg max
X

E(Y|X,YYYobs,XXXobs),
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where (YYYobs,XXXobs) denote the data observed from the experiment. The optimal Z, say Z∗, can be

obtained by substituting X∗ into the deterministic relation between Z and X.

Note that E(Y|X,YYYobs,XXXobs) refers to the posterior predictive mean of Y for a given value of X,

observed responses YYYobs and corresponding observed inputs XXXobs, and is given by:

E(Y|X,YYYobs,XXXobs) =

∫
E(Y|X, θ) π(θ|YYYobs,XXXobs) dθ ,

where π(θ|YYYobs,XXXobs) denotes the posterior distribution of θ. To extend this optimization to the

case where internal noise is present, we need to define an appropriate objective function η(Z), and

maximize such a function with respect to Z to obtain Z∗. There are many ways to do this and we

explore the most promising ones next.

2.3.1 Objective Functions

One common objective function that can be borrowed from robust design literature is the signal-

to-noise (S/N) ratio (i.e., the inverse coefficient of variation). Applying this to (2.6), we have the

objective function

η1(Z) =
E(Y|Z,YYYobs,XXXobs,ZZZobs)√
Var(Y|Z,YYYobs,XXXobs,ZZZobs)

. (2.7)

Here, (YYYobs,XXXobs,ZZZobs) denotes the experimental data, and will be henceforth denoted byD. It

is possible that the data are generated as triplets (Z,X,Y) from the same experiment, as reported

in45 or as two separate pairs (Y,Z) and (X,Z) from two different experiments/sources, as in 11. The

numerator and denominator of (2.7) are respectively the expectation and variance of the posterior

predictive distribution of Y given the observed dataD. Thus, η1 can be written more explicitly as:

η1(Z) =
∫

E(Y|Z, θ,φ) π(θ,φ|D) dθdφ√∫
Var(Y|Z, θ,φ) π(θ,φ|D) dθdφ

, (2.8)
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where π(θ,φ|D) is the posterior distribution of (θ,φ) given the data.

Note that this objective function is only appropriate when the expected posterior predictive re-

sponse, E(Y|Z,YYYobs,XXXobs,ZZZobs), is always non-negative over the domain of interest. The objective

function, η1(Z), has the advantage of often having a closed form expression, and easy to calculate

(e.g., when the conditional distributions in (2.6) are normal, it has closed-form expressions). How-

ever, several researchers have investigated the role of η1, defined in (2.7), as an objective function in

robust design and have found it to be appropriate only under specific (often strong) assumptions.

See, for example, Leon et al. 28 , Box 5 , Nair 39 , Bérubé & Wu 2 . Our preliminary investigation (dis-

cussed later) shows that it can be highly sensitive to noise. Its dependence only on the first two mo-

ments of the conditional distribution is also a major drawback. Therefore, we explore alternative ob-

jective functions that are (i) meaningful from the practical standpoint, (ii) are based on higher-order

moments of the conditional distribution of Y given (Z,D), and (iii) are less sensitive to the nature

and magnitude of noise compared to the S/N ratio. One alternative objective function, which satis-

fies these three criteria, is

η2(Z) = Pr(Y > y∗|Z,D) =

∫
Pr(Y > y∗|Z, θ,φ) π(θ,φ|D) dθdφ . (2.9)

The criterion η2 is the marginal probability of the response exceeding some predefined threshold, y∗.

Intuitively, maximizing this marginal tail probability for some well chosen y∗ should lead to larger

response values overall. Another objective function, which is even better aligned with our objective

of maximizing the response, is

η3(Z) = E(I{Y>y∗}Y|Z,D) =

∫
E(I{Y>y∗}Y|Z, θ,φ) π(θ,φ|D) dθdφ . (2.10)

which can be interpreted as the marginal expectation of the response which exceeds the pre-specified
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threshold y∗. Although many good choices for y∗ exist, one particularly appealing choice, due to our

objective of maximizing the response, is to set

y∗ = max(E(Y|Z,D)) .

This choice of y∗ should intuitively discriminate well among competing optimal points.

Although η2 and η3 enjoy several advantages over the S/N ratio, including lower sensitivity to

internal noise, they pose some serious computational challenges, as we show and address in the next

subsection.

2.3.2 Computation of Objective Functions

The computation of the three objective functions given by (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) involve computa-

tion of terms of the following form:

∫
E [H(Y)|Z, θ,φ] π(θ,φ|D) dθdφ, (2.11)

where,

H(Y) =


Y corresponding to the numerator of (2.8)

I{Y>y∗} corresponding to (2.9)

I{Y>y∗}Y corresponding to (2.10)

The computational challenges in (2.11) arise from:

1. The need to “integrate out” the parameters θ and φ, i.e., compute the average of E [H(Y)|Z, θ,φ]

with respect to the posterior distribution π(θ,φ|D) dθdφ.

2. The evaluation of E [H(Y)|Z, θ,φ].

To address the first challenge, we by-pass the integration by multiplying the posterior density,
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π(θ,φ|D), with zero everywhere, except at the mode. This essentially plugs in the posterior modes,

denoted by θ̂ and φ̂, and reduces (2.11) to E
(

H(Y)|Z, θ̂, φ̂
)
. The effect of such approximations is

studied through carefully designed simulation studies in Section 2.4.

To address the second computational challenge, first note that evaluation of the marginal expec-

tation, E [H(Y)|Z, θ,φ] is often possible in closed-form when H(Y) = Y. However, When either

H(Y) = I{Y>y∗} or H(Y) = I{Y>y∗}Y, the calculations involve integrals which in general have to

be numerically evaluated. To see this, we denote the indicator function for some event A as IA, and

obtain

E (H(Y)|Z, θ,φ) = E [E [H(Y)|X,Z, θ,φ] |Z,φ]

=

∞∫
−∞

E [H(Y)|X, θ] · G(x|Z,φ) dx . (2.12)

In general, the integral in (2.12) cannot be obtained in closed form expression, and thus must be

evaluated numerically. This is computationally expensive for carrying out optimization, and we can

simplify the calculations by instead considering Monte-Carlo approximations.

First note from the last line in (2.12), that E [H(Y)|X, θ], is the same for all Z, while the density

function, G(X|Z,φ), changes with respect to Z. Thus the naive approach of first sampling a pre-

determined number of input points, say N, from G(X|Z,φ), and then calculating the approximate

quantity

E (H(Y)|Z, θ,φ) ≈ 1
N

N∑
i=1

E (H(Y)|X = xi, θ) ,

every time Z changes, is computationally inefficient due to the unavoidably large number of times

G(X|Z,φ)will need to be sampled from. A more efficient approach, inspired by importance sam-

pling ideas 31, involves a batch-sequential algorithm:

1. Sample a single representative set of N X’s, denoted byXN, from some distribution indepen-
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dent of Z, denoted byH(X|φ).

2. Calculate the approximate quantity

E (H(Y)|Z, θ,φ) ≈

∑
x∈XN

E (H(Y)|X = x, θ) · ω(x|Z,φ)∑
x∈XN

ω(x|Z,φ) .

where

ω(x|Z,φ) = G(x|Z,φ)
H(x|φ)

In order to ensureXN is truly representative of all possible X’s over the domain of Z’s, denoted

by ΩZ, we can defineH(X|φ) as the mixture

H(X|φ) =
∫
ΩZ

G(X|Z = z,φ) · f(z) dz , (2.13)

where f(z) is a probability density function (doubling as a weight function) representing prior belief

of observing z from ΩZ. Note that a close-form expression forH(X|φ) in (2.13) is not always avail-

able and therefore a further approximation is needed. Denoting a set of N Z’s sampled from f(z) by

ZN, we can write

H(X|φ) ≈ 1
N
∑
z∈ZN

G(X|Z = z,φ) .

This means any member ofXN can be generated by first sampling Z from ΩZ using f(z), and

then sampling a single X from G(X|Z,φ). Ideally, f(z)will be based on the specific experimental

design used to generate the input locations Z within the domain, ΩZ. If instead, the design is not

known or specified, but all points within a finite size ΩZ (i.e., |ΩZ| < ∞) are equally permissible in
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the design, then we can set f(z) to be the uniform density over ΩZ, i.e.,

f(z) = 1
|ΩZ|

.

Since the paired representative set {ZN,XN} only need to be sampled once for each estimated

model, there is some leeway for choosing N as high as we want, and the law of large numbers ensures

that as N → ∞, the difference due to approximations go to zero.

2.4 Simulation Studies for Assessing Sensitivity of Objective Function to Noise

We now assess the performance of each objective function under different magnitudes of internal

noise, using simulations. We consider two scenarios for the data generating mechanism: (i) ho-

moscedastic internal noise, and (ii) a special case of heteroscedastic internal noise, using a mean

dependent variance.

2.4.1 Simulation 1: Homoscedastic Internal Noise

Consider the following data generating model

Y|X ∼ N (μX, σ2) where μX = β0 + β1X + β2X
2

X|Z ∼ N (γZ, τ2)

(θ,φ) ∼ π(θ,φ) ∝ 1 . (2.14)

where θ = (β0, β1, β2, σ), with β2 < 0 (so that the optimization corresponds to maximization),

and φ = (γ,τ). In order to visualize the three objective functions, we first need to set up a data

generation mechanism:

1. Set ΩZ to the interval [0, 0.1].
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2. Fix the following true values for the parameters

β0 = 200, β1 = 1, β2 = −1, σ = 0.05, γ = 10, and τ ∈ {0, 5} ,

with the two different values of τ representing zero internal noise (S(γ,τ) = 0), and high

internal noise (S(γ,τ) ≈ 0.94) respectively.

3. Generate 50 triplets of (Z,X,Y), with a further 50 tuples of (Z,X) representing supplemen-

tary data.

As mentioned earlier, the objective functions, η2 and η3, do not have closed form expressions.

However, we can write the objective function, η1, in closed form (see Appendix B.1 for details) as

η1(Z) =
(
(β̂0 + β̂2τ̂

2) + (β̂1γ̂)Z + (β̂2γ̂
2)Z2

)
/

√√√√σ̂2 + 2β̂2
2τ̂

2

(
τ̂2 + 2

(
γ̂Z +

β̂1

2β̂2

)2)
. (2.15)

The generated data, true model, estimated fit as well as the three objective functions are shown un-

der zero-internal noise in Figure 2.3, and under high-internal noise in Figure 2.4.

As expected, Figure 2.3a and Figure 2.4a show that high internal noise in the data generation

mechanism leads to loss of the signal. i.e., the response simply ceases showing any relationship to the

input. The rest of the figures show severe distortions of η1 and η2 as the internal noise is increased.

η1(Z) and η2(Z) seem particularly sensitive to the underestimation of γ which occurs as the inter-

nal noise drowns out the internal signal. This explains their inclination towards the right bound-

ary of ΩZ. η3, on the other hand, appears to be the most reliable for finding the true optimum at

−β1/2γβ2 = 0.05, when the internal noise level becomes high.
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(a) The generated data, along with the true and estimated

marginal response curves.

(b) The S/N ratio.

(c) The tail probability. (d) The tail expectation.

Figure 2.3: Plots for zero internal noise (τ = 0 and S(γ,τ) = 0).
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(a) The generated data, along with the true and estimated

marginal response curves.

(b) The S/N ratio.

(c) The tail probability. (d) The tail expectation.

Figure 2.4: Plots for high internal noise (τ = 5 and S(γ,τ) ≈ 0.94).

2.4.2 Simulation 2: Heteroscedastic Internal Noise

For an example of the heteroscedastic case which is more representative of the CNT data explored

in Section 2.1, consider the same data generating model as in (2.14) except for the constant internal
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variance, which we now choose to be a linear function of the mean. i.e., we now use

X|Z ∼ N (γZ, τ2Z) .

We also use the same data generation mechanism as for the homoscedastic case in Section 2.4.1,

except that τ ∈ {0, 2.25}, with the two different values of τ representing zero internal noise

(S(γ,τ) = 0), and medium internal noise (S(γ,τ) ≈ 0.5) respectively.

Replacing every instance of τ2 in (2.15) with τ2Z, gives the following closed form expression for

the first objective function

η1(Z) =
(

β̂0 + (β̂1γ̂ + β̂2τ̂
2)Z + (β̂2γ̂

2)Z2
)
/

√√√√σ̂2 + 2β̂2
2τ̂

2Z
(

τ̂2Z + 2

(
γ̂Z +

β̂1

2β̂2

)2)
.

Independent of the underestimation of γ, the internal noise level now directly factors into the cal-

culation of the true optimum, since the optimal point at z̃(1) = −(β̂1γ̂ + β̂2τ̂
2)/2γ̂2β̂2 represents a

shrinkage towards zero, with the degree of shrinkage being directly proportional to the noise level.

This shrinkage counterbalances and overwhelms the effect of the underestimation of γ, which in-

variably happens when the noise level is increased.

From Figure 2.5a and Figure 2.6a, we can see the effect of the internal heteroscedasticity on the re-

sponse. i.e., the observed variance increases as Z increases, and the signal is weakened and distorted,

but not completely lost. Figure 2.5b and Figure 2.6b show the somewhat acute sensitivity of the

signal-to-noise ratio, η1(Z), to the noise level. Particularly, as τ is increased, η1(Z) quickly suggests

an optimal point at Z = 0. The rest of the figures depict similar behavior for η2(Z) and η3(Z)when

the noise level is increased, i.e., generally reduced maximum values, and a general shrinkage towards

zero which is not as acute as η1(Z)’s shrinkage. This makes η2(Z) and η3(Z)more reliable than the

signal-to-noise ratio, η1(Z), in this scenario where the internal variance is a linear function of the in-
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ternal mean function. In particular, the estimated tail expectation, η3(Z), has proven to be reliable

in the homoscedastic case as well and will thus be the objective function of choice in the rest of this

paper.

(a) The generated data, along with the true and estimated

marginal response curves.

(b) The S/N ratio.

(c) The tail probability. (d) The tail expectation.

Figure 2.5: Plots for zero internal noise (τ = 0 and S(γ,τ) = 0).
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(a) The generated data, along with the true and estimated

marginal response curves.

(b) The S/N ratio.

(c) The tail probability. (d) The tail expectation.

Figure 2.6:Medium internal noise (τ = 2.25 and S(γ,τ) ≈ 0.5).

2.5 Performance Loss when Internal Noise is Ignored

In order to fully appreciate the gains made when internal noise is accounted for, we can explore a

different scenario where the intermediate values X are neither recorded nor observed, and the anal-

ysis is based only on the recored tuples (Z,Y). This is a fairly common scenario, therefore it is im-
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portant to understand the point at which the internal noise levels begin to distort (and degrade)

the results obtained from such analyses. A modification of the general hierarchical model (2.6), for

inferring the relationship between Z and Y when X is missing, is the following misspecified model

Y|Z, θ ∼ F(Y|Z, θ)

θ ∼ π(θ) . (2.16)

We now introduce an approach for assessment of the price that an experimenter has to pay to

utilize the misspecified model (2.16) for optimization. Let Z̃True(τ) denote the optimal Z under the

true model (2.6) when the level of internal noise as defined earlier is τ. Similarly, let Z̃Mis(τ) denote

the optimal Z under the misspecified model (2.16). Denoting some chosen utility function byJ (·),

a comparison of the functionsJ
(
Z̃True(τ)

)
andJ

(
Z̃Mis(τ)

)
as functions of the internal noise

level τ provides useful insight into the loss incurred by ignoring internal noise. Clearly, the utility

functions should coincide for τ = 0.

Possibilities for the utility function,J (Z), which are closely tied with our main goal of optimiz-

ing the response include the true tail probability, P(Y > y∗|Z, θ,φ), and the true tail expectation,

E(I{Y>y∗}Y|Z, θ,φ), where y∗ is chosen to be max(E(Y|X, θ)). These utility functions, which de-

pend directly on the true parameter values differ from the objective functions, η2(Z) and η3(Z),

which depend instead on the observed dataD.

Another method for assessing the loss of performance is to introduce a loss function termed as

the true probability of domination defined as:

K(τ) = P [Y (̃zTrue (τ)) > Y (̃zMis (τ))] , (2.17)

where the probability is defined with respect to the true model (2.6).
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2.5.1 Studying the Effect of Ignoring Homoscedastic Internal Noise through

Simulation

We now explore the loss of performance under the homoscedastic internal noise scenario. For the

simulations in this section, we once again use the same simulation set-up as in Sections 2.4.1 and

2.4.2, except that we select τ from 100 equi-spaced points within the interval [0, 5]. For each of the

100 variations of the true underlying model, we generate data as in Section 2.4.1. Model estimation

and objective function optimization is then carried out using both the misspecified model and the

correctly specified model, to obtain the optimal points, z̃Mis(τ) and z̃True(τ) respectively.

For evaluating the loss of performance when using z̃Mis(τ) instead z̃True(τ), we select the utility

function, P(Y > y∗|Z, θ,φ) (the true tail probability), and the loss function, κτ) defined by (2.17).

Note that these two functions cannot be written in closed form and have to be numerically approxi-

mated using the Monte-Carlo approximation:

P(A) =
1
n

n∑
i=1

Ii(A) ,

where A denotes some event and Ii(A) is the indicator function for the ith observation belonging

to the event A. The two measures in a single run are shown in Figure 2.7, while results averaged over

500 runs are shown in Figure 2.8. In these plots, the unit-free measure of internal noise S(γ,τ) is

plotted on the horizontal axis.

The plots in Figure 2.8 seem to suggest that there is little to be gained on average, from explicitly

accounting for homoscedastic internal noise. The plots in Figure 2.7, however, tell a somewhat dif-

ferent, if subtle story. The rough and spiky shapes are not simply as a result of the data sampling

process, but reflect abrupt departures in the estimated relationship between Y and Z, from the

true concave relationship. i.e., the spikes occur when the truly concave μZ is estimated to be non-

concave, a situation which happens more often as the noise level increases, but is overtaken at higher
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(a) The tail probability. (b) The probability of domination.

Figure 2.7: Results for a single run.

noise levels by the general flattening of the signal. There is thus some benefit in accounting for the

internal noise, especially if the shape of the true relationship between the input and response is not

known prior to experimentation.

(a) The tail probability. (b) The probability of domination.

Figure 2.8: Results averaged over 500 runs.
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2.5.2 Studying the Effect of Ignoring Heteroscedastic Internal Noise through

Simulation

In the heteroscedastic case, we can also visualize the performance measures by setting up the simula-

tions as in the homoscedastic case, in the last subsection.

(a) The tail probability. (b) The probability of domination.

Figure 2.9: Results for a single run.

We only need to change the distribution of X toN (X| γZ, τ2Z), and make the necessary adjust-

ments to the performance measures. The two measures in a single run are shown in Figure 2.9, and

averaged over 500 runs in Figure 2.10.

In Figure 2.9, the noise-dependent departures, in the estimated relationship between Y and Z,

from the true concave relationship are more obvious now since the flattening of the signal is less

severe in this heteroscedastic case. Figure 2.10 also shows the relatively sub par performance of

misspecified model on average, when compared to the correctly specified one, as the noise level in-

creases. Thus there is some clear benefit in accounting for the internal noise, particularly when the

shape of the true relationship between the input and response is unknown prior to experimentation.
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(a) The tail probability. (b) The probability of domination.

Figure 2.10: Results averaged over 500 runs.

2.6 Application to CNT Alignment

In order to apply the results of our simulations to the optimization of CNT alignment, we first need

to propose a model for the internal noise and then update the objective function η3(Z) from (2.10),

and the internal noise measure, S(γ,τ) accordingly. In the experiment described in Section 2.1, the

following Bayesian hierarchical model was proposed to model the response R

R|X, I,M, θ ∼ N (ψ(X, I,M), σ2)

X|Z,φ ∼ Γ(αZ, γ) ≡ 1
γΓ(αZ)

(θ,φ) ∼ Π(θ,φ) ∝ 1 , (2.18)

where Γ denotes the gamma distribution, θ = (β0, β1, β2, β3, β4, σ), φ = (α, γ), and

ψ(X, I,M) = β0M
2 + (β1 + β2MI + β3M

2I2)X + β4X
2 ,
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following the results in Remillard et al. 45 . The gamma distribution model for the internal noise

ensures that the generated electric field is non-negative, and has a linear mean and a mean-dependent

variance in agreement with Figure 2.2. i.e.,

E(X|Z) = α
γZ and Var(X|Z) = α

γ2 Z .

The noise measure, S(γ,τ), now has the form

S(α, γ) = 1− 1/

√
1 + 6

(a + b)
α(b − a)2 .

The optimization domain for η3(Z, I,M), denoted by Ω, is restricted to [0, 2.5] × [4, 10] ×

[0.001, 0.025], the experimental data domain used by Remillard et al. 45 . Preliminary results from

Remillard et al. 45 give the following parameter maximum likelihood estimates, coinciding in our

model with the posterior modes: β̂0 = 2.816 × 102, β̂1 = 5.921 × 10−2, β̂2 = −3.107 × 10−1,

β̂3 = 2.845, β̂4 = −1.411 × 10−3 and σ̂ = 0.082. Based on these estimates, we numerically calculate

the threshold to be y∗ = 0.744.

We obtain φ̂ = (α̂, γ̂) based on the gamma noise model proposed in (2.18), and the data used

to generate Figure2.2. Maximizing the gamma likelihood, which in our case is proportional to the

posterior density, gives the posterior modes α̂ = 1254.19 and γ̂ = 146.12, using optim in R43. We also

generate posterior samples for (α, γ) using the MCMCpack package 35 in R. We now proceed with

optimizing η3(Z, I,M).

Due to the difficulty of visualizing a response over a three-dimensional domain, we visualize

η3(Z, I,M) as a function of Z, when (M, I) are fixed at some points within their joint domain.

For example, we select

(M, I) ∈ {(0.001, 4), (0.001, 10), (0.025, 4), (0.009, 6)} ,
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where the first three points are corners of the joint domain, and the last point is the center of those

three. Figure 2.11 suggest η3(Z, I,M)will be well behaved (unimodal) over the entire domain, Ω,

and we can now carry out the optimization.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.11: Profiles of η3(Z, I,M) as a function ofZ, for four different values of (M, I).
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Using the optimization tool, optim, in R, we obtain the following optimal design values for maxi-

mizing CNT alignment

z̃True = 2.33, ĩTrue = 4, and m̃True = 0.025 .

ĩTrue and m̃True are in perfect agreement with the results obtained by Remillard et al. 45 . Based on

joint posterior samples of (α, γ), z̃True = 2.33 yields a posterior predictive electric field strength

expectation, E(X|Z = z̃True), of 20.02, with a 95% prediction interval (19.28, 20.78).

This is essentially the same as x̃ = 20.05 obtained by Remillard et al. 45 by optimizing μ̂X directly.

The results match so well in this example both because the authors account for internal noise some-

what by optimizing μ̂X directly, and also because the internal noise level is itself very small (a 95%

posterior interval for S(α, γ), is calculated as (0.0007, 0.0013)).

If we assume instead that the intermediate electric field, X, is not observed/recorded, and that the

data generating model is given as in (2.16),

R|Z, I,M, θ ∼ N (μ(Z, I,M), ν2)

θ ∼ π(θ) ∝ 1 ,

where θ = (C0,C1,C2,C3,C4, ν), and

μ(Z, I,M) = C0M2 + (C1 + C2MI + C3M2I2)Z + C4Z2 ,

then we obtain the following paramater estimates: Ĉ0 = 280.95, Ĉ1 = 0.5203, Ĉ2 = −2.5417,

Ĉ3 = 23.5128, Ĉ4 = −0.1102 and ν̂ = 0.0813.

Optimizing μ̂(Z, I,M) gives us the following optimal design values for maximizing CNT align-
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ment

z̃Mis = 2.275, ĩMis = 4, and m̃Mis = 0.025 .

Once again, ĩMis and m̃Mis are in perfect agreement with the results obtained by Remillard et al. 45 ,

as well as with ĩTrue and m̃True. z̃Mis = 2.275 differs from z̃True, but only slightly. Based on the as-

sumption of zero internal noise, any z̃Mis is equivalent to an X value of (α/γ)̃zMis, which can be

estimated either by (α̂/γ̂)̃zMis or the average over posterior samples of (α, γ). In our case, both es-

timates yield 19.53, which falls within the 95% posterior interval for X (given that Z = z̃True), given

earlier as (19.28, 20.78). Thus all three methods (optimizing μ̂Z, μ̂X, or some hybrid of both based

on the full hierarchical model) can be said to yield equivalent results when the internal noise level is

minimal. If however, α and γ had been several orders of magnitude smaller, while leaving α/γ con-

stant, then the inference (and thus the optimization) resulting from the marginal model would have

been unreliable compared to inference based on the full model.

2.7 Concluding remarks

We have introduced the general problem of carrying out optimization in the presence of internal

noise. Developing a solution for this problem necessitates the creation of appropriate objective func-

tions relevant to our goals, in addition to some performance functions for evaluating those objective

functions under internal homoscedasticity or heteroscedasticity. We find that one of the objective

functions, the expected tail area, provides the most reliable optima when compared to the others es-

pecially the signal to noise ratio. Furthermore, we observe that accounting for possible internal noise

improves the optimization process in the homoscedastic case, albeit very slightly. In order to guide

future decision making about the measurement and analysis of internal noise, we have proposed a

unit-free and response-independent measure of internal noise.

On the other hand, in the heteroscedastic case, the misspecified model which ignores the pres-
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ence of internal noise performs poorly as the noise level increases, when compared to the full model

which accounts for internal noise. Applying the results of our simulation-based analyses to the

CNT data yields expected results: our optimization results coincide almost perfectly with the re-

sults of Remillard et al. 45 , due to the minimal internal noise present in the CNT dataset. We should

however expect more substantial gains under relatively high internal noise levels.
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Truth is the most valuable thing we have. Let us econo-

mize it.

Mark Twain

3
Optimal Experimental Design in the

Presence of Internal Noise

In experiments conducted to infer relationships between inputs and outputs, it is common

for measurements obtained from physical instruments to contain noise. The effect of external noise

(e.g., noise due to output measurement error) on statistical inference is a well-studied one, as men-

tioned in Chapter 2. Most of the work done by statisticians on robust design in the 1980s and 1990s

dealt with external noise and were motivated by manufacturing (e.g., automobile) applications.

However, as noted by Kang & Joseph 22 , there has been little interest on the role of internal noise,
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typically associated with noisy input measurements, especially as it pertains to experimental designs.

Modern optimal experimental designs, pioneered by Kiefer & Wolfowitz 23 , arose as a flexible

strategy for reducing the cost of experimentation. The choice of an optimal design is often linked to

a model, and is with respect to some chosen statistical criterion, related to objectives such as response

surface exploration, prediction, variable screening etc.63. The optimal design points are chosen so

as to achieve the highest possible precision in estimating a quantity of interest9, and thus provide

the best possible statistical inference about that quantity. Because specific information, such as the

experimental region, model framework and prior parameter beliefs, is usually available prior to ex-

perimentation, Bayesian methods can play an important role in determining optimal designs9.

For example, consider the hypothetical response surface model

Y ∼ N
(
β0 + β1X + β2X

2, σ2
)

(β0, β1, β2) ∼ π(·) , (3.1)

where we have denoted a single covariate of interest as X, and the prior parameter distribution as

π(·). The D-optimal design (which corresponds to a response surface exploration objective) for this

linear model is the set of input points, X, which maximizes the expected Kullback-Leibler distance

between the posterior and prior distributions for θ = (β0, β1, β2), or equivalently maximizes the

expected gain in Shannon information9. For the quadratic mean response in (3.1), the D-optimal

design is an equally weighted 3-point design (at both boundaries and in the center of X’s domain)

when σ is known and the prior, π(·), is flat. Now suppose the covariate, X, is subject to internal

noise, i.e., X is itself a random function of a true input Z and we can write for example,

X ∼ N (g(Z), νz) ,
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where gγ(·) is a deterministic and invertible function, and νz denotes the internal noise variance,

also referred to as the internal noise magnitude. The equally weighted 3-point D-optimal design

based on X, generally will not translate to a similar design based on Z, since some distortion will be

experienced through gγ(·), and based on the internal noise magnitude τ. Therefore the traditional

optimality criteria have to be modified in order to appropriately account for the presence of internal

noise.

In the field of experimental design, the focus on internal noise has mainly been with regard to

robust parameter designs 22,54,63, i.e., the choice of optimal levels of process inputs that make the

response least sensitive to noise. In a departure from robust parameter design goals, we seek to min-

imize the estimation uncertainty instead of the response sensitivity to noise. Therefore, our main

objective in this chapter is to develop practical approaches to model-based optimal experimental

design in the presence of internal noise. It should be noted that our work in this chapter builds on

the results in Chapter 2, which primarily dealt with parameter estimation, and optimization in the

presence of internal noise, when the experiment has already been designed and run. To achieve our

main goal, we first discuss the identification of a design optimality criterion in Section 3.1, and com-

putational strategies in Section 3.2. We examine the design optimality criterion under homoscedastic

and heteroscedastic internal noise conditions in Section 3.3, apply our results to the design of a real-

world experiment in Section 3.4, and conclude in Section 3.5.

3.1 Identification of Design Optimality Criterion

We define a general relationship between a response Y, a single noise input X, and the controllable

input Z through following hierarchical model, similar to that proposed in Chapter 2,

Y|X, θ ∼ F(Y|X, θ)

X|Z,φ ∼ G(X|Z,φ)
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(θ,φ) ∼ π(θ,φ) ,

where the distributionsF and G are parametrized by θ and φ respectively, and π(·) denotes a prior

distribution for the parameters.

To set up the optimal design problem in a simplified way, we assume that the (X,Z) tuples can

be generated relatively cheaply resulting in the estimation of φ with high precision. Thus, the fo-

cus of the experimenter is on efficient estimation of θ. This is a reasonable assumption that holds in

many experimental settings. For example, in the experiment reported by Dasgupta et al. 11 , the pa-

rameters of the distributions of the noisy inputs temperature, pressure and distance from the center

of the furnace could be estimated fairly precisely from large sets of observations on (X,Z) that were

easy to obtain. The main goal is therefore to obtain a set of design pointsZ that will maximize the

estimation precision of θ. Our proposed research is along the lines of the development in the field of

Bayesian optimal designs9 over the past couple of decades, and recent applications in nanotechnol-

ogy and manufacturing (see Kang & Joseph 22 , Zhu et al. 68).

Under the assumption of zero internal noise, the traditional Bayesian D-optimal design can be

defined as the design which maximizes the expected gain in Shannon information, or equivalently

maximizes the Kullback-Leibler distance between the posterior and the prior distributions of θ. The

Bayesian D-optimality criterion is thus given by:

∫ [∫
log

π(θ|yyyn,Xn)

π(θ) π(θ|yyyn,Xn) dθ
]

π(yyyn|Xn) dyyyn , (3.2)

whereXn = {X1, . . . ,Xn} denotes a set of n design points and yyyn denotes the corresponding vector

of observed response. Maximizing (3.2) is equivalent to maximizing

∫ [∫
log π(θ|yyyn,Xn) π(θ|yyyn,Xn) dθ

]
π(yyyn|Xn) dyyyn . (3.3)
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The above idea works particularly well for linear models with normal residuals, where nice closed-

form expressions of the D-optimality criterion can be obtained. In the absence of internal noise, if

we consider the following normal hierarchical model:

YYY|β, σ2 ∼ N (Uβ, σ2III)

β|σ2 ∼ N (β̃, σ2Σ−1) ,

where U is an n × k design matrix, with rows uuui (e.g. if E(Y|X, β) = β0 + β1X + β2X2, then k = 3,

and uuui = (1, xi, x2i )T), III denotes the n × n identity matrix, and σ2 is assumed known. Then, the

posterior distribution of β given (yyyn,Xn) is:

β|yyyn,Xn ∼ N (β∗, V∗) ,

where β∗ denotes the posterior mode and V∗ denotes the inverse of the expected Fisher information

I(Xn), and both are given by

β∗ = UTU
(
UTU + Σ

)−1 (
(UTU)−1UTyyyn

)
+ Σ

(
UTU + Σ

)−1 β̃ and, V∗ = σ2
(
UTU + Σ

)−1
.

The Bayesian D-optimality criterion in (3.3) reduces to

q(Xn) = det{I(Xn)} . (3.4)

Extension of the above D-optimality criterion to account for internal noise is clearly a non-trivial

problem that can be addressed in a variety of ways. One naive method is to take the expectation

of the criterion over the distribution of X, which, quickly raises serious computational issues. An-

other approximate method that we plan to explore is to work with posterior distribution of θ after
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marginalizing out X.

In the presence of internal noise, letZn = {Z1, . . . ,Zn} denote a set of n design points in

terms of the controllable input Z. Denoting the posterior mode β after marginalization of X as

β̂PM(Zn), and the expected Fisher information after marginalization as I(ZZZn), we can approximate

the marginalized posterior distribution of β by

β|yyyn,Zn ∼· N
(

β̂PM(Zn), I−1(Zn)
)
,

where “the marginalized information” has the following closed-form expression

I(Zn) = σ−2 [E(UTU|Zn) + Σβ
]
. (3.5)

Consequently, it can be shown that maximizing the determinant of I(Zn))will yield the D-optimal

design, under the assumption that σ2 is known. In other words, the D-optimal criterion in the pres-

ence of internal noise becomes

q̃(Zn) = det{I(Zn)} . (3.6)

Note that under zero internal noise, this reduces to the traditional Bayesian D-optimality criterion,

q(Xn) in (3.4).

3.2 Computational Strategies for Finding Optimal Designs under the Linear

Model

Finding continuous optimal designs under the linear model in the presence of no internal noise is a

well researched problem42, and it is fairly straightforward to extend such algorithms to the case with

internal noise when the conditional model of Y given X is linear with normal residuals. The main

idea is to use Carathéodory’s theorem (stated later) to obtain an upper bound for the number of
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unique Zi’s we can expect to find in any design 14, and to use suitable optimization tools to find the

continuous D-optimal design.

The search for the optimal design,X ∗
n , proceeds by first noting that we can write the Fisher infor-

mation, I(Xn), as

I(Xn) =
1
σ2
(
UTU + Σ

)
=

1
σ2

( n∑
i=1

uuuiuuuT
i + Σ

)
=

1
σ2

 r∑
j=1

nj(uuujuuuT
j ) + Σ

 ,

where r ≤ n denotes the number of unique xi’s, and
∑r

j=1 nj = n. Thus a search for the optimal

design can be seen as a search for both the unique design points xj’s and their corresponding propor-

tions wj = nj/n which optimize the chosen criteria. Designs where each n · wj is required to be an

integer, are known as exact designs and finding the optimal designs is generally a hard integer pro-

gramming problem9. On the other hand, designs where such requirements are relaxed are known as

approximate or continuous designs. Our focus will be on such continuous designs for the remainder

of this paper.

In order to carry out the search, Carathéodory’s theorem provides an upper bound for the num-

ber of unique xj’s we can expect to find in any design. The theorem states that for any m-dimensional

point, x, in the convex hull of a set B, there exists a subset of B, say A, consisting of only m+ 1 points

such that x also lies in the convex hull of A. The implication of the theorem is that the quantity

(1/n) · UTU (henceforth denoted by M(Xn)), which is a convex combination of n points, only re-

quires some m + 1 number of unique design points to be fully described, where m = dim(M(Xn)).

Note that for k-dimensional uuui vectors, M(Xn) lies in k(k + 1)/2 dimensional space, since that is the

number of terms needed to fully describe the symmetric matrix, M(Xn).

The search for the optimal design based on the chosen optimality criteria then proceeds by initial-

izing (x1, . . . , xm, xm+1) and their corresponding probability measures (w1, . . . ,wm,wm+1), subject

to
∑

i wi = 1, and then employing an optimization tool, say optim in R, to find the continuous D-
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optimal design. This continuous design can be subsequently rounded off to an exact design, by em-

ploying an efficient rounding algorithm, such as that proposed by Pukelsheim 42 , and implemented

in the R package, AlgDesign62.

3.3 Simulations to Assess Loss Accrued by Ignoring Internal Noise

We now set up simulations to visualize how the modified D-optimality criterion, q̃(Zn) in (3.6), be-

haves and performs as the magnitude of internal noise changes. We assume the true data generating

model is given by

Y|X ∼ N
(
β0 + β1X + β2X

2, σ2
)

X|Z ∼ N (γZ, νz)

(β0, β1, β2, σ, γ, νz) ∼ π(·) , (3.7)

where π(·) denotes the joint prior distribution for the parameters. Considering two scenarios for

the data generating mechanism: (i) homoscedastic internal noise (νz = τ2), and (ii) a special case of

heteroscedastic internal noise, using a mean dependent variance (νz = τ2Z), we now identify some

measures for assessing performance and behavior of the modified D-optimality criterion.

3.3.1 Performance and Characteristic Measures

The primary objective of these simulations is to assess the precision gain (in the response surface

estimation) that occurs when a D-optimal design is generated using the modified D-optimality cri-

terion, q̃(Zn), and the (correctly) specified model in (3.7), instead of the following commonly used

misspecified data generating model

Y|Z ∼ N (C0 + C1Z + C2Z2, κ2)
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(C0,C1,C2, κ) ∼ π(·) , (3.8)

where π(·) denotes the joint prior distribution for the parameters. Note that the D-optimal design

under the misspecified model in (3.8) is a 3-point balanced design at a, (a+ b)/2 and b, if the interval

[a, b] denotes the experimental domain of Z, and the joint prior for C0, C1 and C2 is flat. Evaluation

of the estimation precision then proceeds under three degrees of misspecification:

1. Correctly specified models for both design and inference stages, using (3.7). We term this the

Correctly Specified model.

2. A misspecified model for the design stage using (3.8), and a correctly specified model for in-

ference using (3.7). In an experimental setting, this may occur if the presence of internal noise

is only realized after the experiments have been carried out. We call this combination the

Partially Misspecified model.

3. Misspecified models for both design and inference stages, using (3.8). This is the Fully Mis-

specified model.

Comparison of the estimation uncertainty resulting from the Correctly Specified, and Partially

Misspecified models enables us to assess the precision gain resulting from D-optimal designs when

internal noise is correctly accounted for. On the other hand, the resulting precision loss when the

inference model is also misspecified is evaluated by comparing the estimation uncertainty resulting

from the Partially Misspecified and Fully Misspecified models. For these comparisons, we propose

the following measures of estimation uncertainty

1. Model RMSE with respect to X (Conditional RMSE):

Ψx =

√√√√ 1
n

n∑
i=1

(
E(Yi|xi)− Ŷ(xi)

)2
,
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where Ŷ(x) denotes the estimated mean response at x, and {x1, . . . , xn} denotes a set of do-

main points chosen on the conditional response surface.

2. Model RMSE with respect to Z (Marginal RMSE):

Ψz =

√√√√ 1
n

n∑
i=1

(
E(Yi|zi)− Ŷ(zi)

)2
,

where Ŷ(z) denotes the estimated mean response at z, and {z1, . . . , zn} denotes a set of do-

main points chosen on the marginal response surface.

Note that both the conditional and marginal RMSEs can be used for comparing the Correctly Speci-

fied, and Partially Misspecified models. On the other hand, only the marginal RMSE can be used

for comparing the Fully Misspecified model with the other models, since the Fully Misspecified

model has no intermediate ‘conditional’ surface.

For the secondary goal of visualizing the behavior of q̃(Zn), the modified D-optimality criterion,

we propose the following measures:

1. The average design point location:

Ψa =
1
n

n∑
i=1

zi =
r∑

j=1

wj · z̃j ,

for r distinct values, z̃1, . . . , z̃r, of zi’s, where wj denotes the fraction of zi’s which are equal to

z̃j.

2. The design balance:

Ψb = n

√√√√ r∏
j=1

(1− wj) ,
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for r distinct values of zi’s where wj once again denotes the fraction of zi’s which are equal to

z̃j. For example, Ψb = (n − 1)/n (indicating high-balance) when every zi is distinct, and

Ψb = 0 (lowest possible balance) when all the design zi’s are the same.

Note that the two measures, Ψa and Ψb, are purely descriptive and no specific value for either mea-

sure is preferred. We now examine first, the effects of accounting for internal noise in the design and

inference stages when the internal noise structure is homoscedastic.

3.3.2 Simulation 1: Homoscedastic internal noise

For a homoscedastic internal noise model based on (3.7), the internal variance, νz is equivalent to τ2,

some constant. We set the following true parameter values

β0 = 200, β1 = 1, β2 = −1, σ = 0.05, and γ = 10 ,

and vary τ over the interval [0, 1]. The domain of Z, denoted by ΩZ, is set to the interval [0, 0.1].

The first four moments of X conditional on Z are given by

E(X|Z) = γZ, E(X2|Z) = γ2Z2 + τ2 ,

E(X3|Z) = γ3Z3 + 3γτ2Z, E(X4|Z) = γ4Z4 + 6γ2τ2Z2 + 3τ4 .

Substituting these into (3.5), along with a joint flat prior for β0, β1, and β2, allows us to calculate the

modified D-optimal criterion function in (3.6) for every design set,Zn = {z1, . . . , zn}, and thus

calculate the noise-modified D-optimal design at each value of τ. Note that Σ is a matrix of zeros by

virtue of the joint flat prior for β0, β1, and β2.

For assessing estimation uncertainty, we generate 50 triplets of (Z,X,Y), based on each set of

estimated design points. We also generate a further 50 tuples of (Z,X), representing supplementary
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data, by using equi-spaced z’s within ΩZ, to generate corresponding x’s. Parameter estimation and

response prediction proceeds in similar fashion as in chapter 2. Figure 3.1 shows the performance and

characteristic measures defined in Section 3.3.1.

(a)Conditional RMSE for Correctly Specified, and Partially Misspeci-

fiedmodels

(b)Marginal RMSE forCorrectly Specified, Partially Misspecified,

and Fully Misspecifiedmodels

(c)Average design point location (d)Design balance

Figure 3.1: Homoscedastic internal noisemeasures averaged over 2000 runs.
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Figure 3.1a shows less estimation uncertainty, in general, when the Correctly Specified model

is used instead of the Partially Misspecified model, especially as the internal noise magnitude in-

creases. This signifies dominance of the noise-modified D-optimality criterion, q̃(·) in (3.6), over the

traditional D-optimal criterion, q(·) in (3.4). Figure 3.1b shows that the Fully Misspecified model

performs badly when compared to the other two models, and seems to suggest that a misspecified

inference model carries a bigger penalty than a misspecified design model when the internal noise

is homoscedastic. Figures 3.1c and 3.1d show the evolution of the noise-modified D-optimal design

from the traditional 3-point balanced design when the internal noise magnitude is zero, to a 2-point

balanced design, resulting from a flattening of the signal (mean function) when the internal noise

becomes high.

3.3.3 Simulation 2: Heteroscedastic internal noise

For the heteroscedastic case, we repeat the same data-generation and estimation procedure used for

the homoscedastic case (in Section 3.3.2), except for the following changes

1. The internal variance, νz is now equivalent to τ2Z.

2. We vary τ over the interval [0, 5]

The first four moments of X conditional on Z, which are used to obtain the noise-modified D-

optimal design, are now given by

E(X|Z) = γZ, E(X2|Z) = γ2Z2 + τ2Z ,

E(X3|Z) = γ3Z3 + 3γτ2Z2, E(X4|Z) = γ4Z4 + 6γ2τ2Z3 + 3τ4Z2 .

Figure 3.2 now shows the performance and characteristic measures defined in Section 3.3.1, for this

heteroscedastic internal noise scenario.
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(a)Conditional RMSE for Correctly Specified, and Partially Misspeci-

fiedmodels.

(b)Marginal RMSE for Correctly Specified, Partially Misspecified,

and Fully Misspecifiedmodels.

(c)Average design point location. (d)Design balance.

Figure 3.2: Heteroscedastic internal noisemeasures averaged over 2000 runs.
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As in the homoscedastic case, Figure 3.2a shows a gain in estimation precision, when the Correctly

Specified model is used instead of the Partially Misspecified model, once again signifying dominance

of the noise-modified D-optimality criterion, q̃(·) in (3.6), over the traditional D-optimal criterion,

q(·) in (3.4). Similar to the homoscedastic case, Figure 3.2b shows that the Fully Misspecified model

performs badly when compared to the other two models, although it now seems that a misspecified

design model carries almost the same penalty as a misspecified inference model when the internal

noise is heteroscedastic. Thus it is even more important, when the internal noise is heteroscedastic,

to appropriately account for internal noise where possible.

Figures 3.2c and 3.2d show the evolution of the noise-modified D-optimal design from the tradi-

tional 3-point balanced design when the internal noise magnitude is zero, to an unbalanced 2-point

design at the boundaries of ΩZ, and finally a 1-point design, when the internal noise becomes high.

The unbalanced 2-point design assigns more weight to the boundary point where internal noise is

expected to be higher, while the single design point location corresponds to the input location gen-

erating the most internal noise. Thus the noise-modified D-optimal design correctly assigns more

weight to regions of the input where internal noise is expected to be high, thus ensuring that the

response surface is well explored.

3.4 Application to CNT alignment

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) play a primary role in flexible electronics40, energy storage devices 12,

optical displays27,32, chemical sensors 15, and water treatment technologies 10,58, due to some of their

unique properties such as high electrical and thermal conductivity, high mechanical strength, and

optical anisotropy. Making use of CNTs, however, requires their orientation in a single direction.

Motivated by a search for industrial scale alignment techniques for orienting CNTs, Remillard

et al. 45 conducted an experiment to determine the optimal level of electric field strength which max-

imizes the alignment of carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Figure 3.3 shows an SEM image of multi-walled
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No Electric Field Electric Field 

Figure 3.3: Examples of randomly oriented CNT and CNT aligned in the presence on an electric field.

carbon nanotubes aligned using an electric field compared to a randomly oriented sample45.

The experiment was conducted by simultaneously varying two other factors in addition to elec-

trical field strength (X): CNT mass (M), and volume of suspension fluid (measured by its inverse I).

Initial exploration of the factor space led to determination of a response model of the form

R = ψ (X,M, I) + ε , (3.9)

where R is a response that measures alignment, ψ(·) is a function of the input variables, and ε ∼

N (0, σ2) denotes the observational noise. In this experiment, the electrical field was generated am-

plifying a voltage input, Z, to some desired target strength, X, and applying it to the CNT samples

suspended in fluid. This electric field amplification process is prone to random fluctuations around

the desired value (due to the machine), and thus the amplified electric field, as an input to the align-

ment process, is inherently noisy. Figure 3.4 shows the relationship between original input voltages

(Z) and their corresponding electric field strength (X) from data generated during the experiment, as

well as from supplementary (pre-experiment and post-experiment) data. From the figure, it appears

that X possess a mean-dependent variance, leading to a heteroscedastic and asymmetric marginal

distribution for R.
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Figure 3.4: The original (generated) voltage (in volts) versus the amplified voltage (in volts).

Applying the insights we have gained thus far in Sections 3.1 − 3.3, to the generation of a D-

optimal design for a future CNT alignment experiment, we propose the following Bayesian hierar-

chical model for the alignment response R,

R|X, I,M, β, σ2 ∼ N (ψ(X, I,M), σ2)

X|Z,φ ∼ Γ(αZ, γ) ≡ 1
γΓ(αZ)

β|σ2 ∼ N
(

β̃, σ2Σ−1
)

(σ2,φ) ∼ Π(σ2,φ) ∝ 1 , (3.10)

where Γ denotes the gamma distribution, β = (β0, β1, β2, β3, β4), φ = (α, γ), σ−2Σ denotes the
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prior precision matrix, and

ψ(X, I,M) = β0M
2 + (β1 + β2MI + β3M

2I2)X + β4X
2 ,

following the results in Remillard et al. 45 .

Thus UTU from (3.5) can be written as
∑

i uuuiuuuT
i , where uuuT

i = (M2
i , Xi, MiIiXi, M2

i I2i Xi, X2
i ),

so that,

uuuiuuuT
i =



M4
i M2

i Xi M3
iIiXi M4

i I2i Xi M2
i X2

i

M2
i Xi X2

i MiIiX2
i M2

i I2i X2
i X3

i

M3
iIiXi MiIiX2

i M2
i I2i X2

i M3
iI

3
iX2

i MiIiX3
i

M4
i I2i Xi M2

i I2i X2
i M3

iI
3
iX2

i M4
i I

4
i X2

i M2
i I2i X

3
i

M2
i X2

i X3
i MiIiX3

i M2
i I2i X

3
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i


The first four moments of X conditional on Z are given by

E(X|Z) =
α
γZ ,

E(X2|Z) =
α
γ2 Z +

(
α
γZ
)2

,

E(X3|Z) =
2αZ

√
Z

γ3 + 3
α2

γ3 Z2 +

(
α
γZ
)2

,

E(X4|Z) =
6α
γ4 Z2 + 3

α2

γ4 Z2 + 4E(X|Z)E(X3|Z)− 6(E(X2|Z))2 + 3(E(X|Z))4 .

Note that each uuuiuuuT
i lives in a 15 dimensional space, and thus, with the application of Carathéodory’s

theorem, we can expect at most 16 unique combinations of (Mi, Ii,Zi) in the optimal design.

If the goal is to design a completely new experiment, we set Σ = 05×5 (the zero matrix), which

is equivalent to placing a flat prior on β in (3.10). On the other hand, if the main design goal is to

improve inference based on a previous experiment, then we can choose σ2Σ−1 to be the posterior
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covariance matrix for β from that experiment.

Substituting α and γ with their posterior modes, α̂ and γ̂, and optimizing the noise-modified

D-optimal criterion, q̃(Zn), over the domain of (M, I,Z), determined as Ω = [0.001, 0.025] ×

[4, 10] × [0, 2.5] by Remillard et al. 45 , we get two D-optimal designs in (3.11), corresponding to each

experiment goal. The 7-point design,Z(1)
n , corresponds to the D-optimal design for a completely

new experiment, while the single-point design,Z(2)
n , corresponds to the D-optimal design for a

continuing experiment using the posterior covariance matrix for β from the CNT alignment results

obtained by45. Note that the single-point design,Z(2)
n , is at the location associated with the most

internal noise. Each row of the designs,Z(1)
n andZ(2)

n , contains a unique design point, along with a

corresponding proportion, w. As mentioned earlier, these proportions can be converted to an exact

design, based on a pre-specified number of experimental runs, by employing an efficient rounding

algorithm such as that proposed by Pukelsheim 42 .

Z(1)
n =



M I Z w

0.0010 4.0000 2.5000 0.1825

0.0010 5.8080 1.4029 0.0600

0.0116 10.0000 1.5426 0.1128

0.0250 4.8874 2.5000 0.1755

0.0250 7.8786 0.0000 0.1583

0.0250 10.0000 1.1717 0.1266

0.0250 10.0000 2.5000 0.1843



, Z(2)
n =

 M I Z w

0.0250 10.0000 2.5000 1



(3.11)
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3.5 Concluding Remarks

In this section, we have presented a framework for modifying the traditional optimality criterion,

so as to adjust for possible internal noise within the planned experiment. In particular, we have fo-

cused solely on D-optimality criterion since those are in line with our main objective of inference.

However performing a similar modification of other criteria, say A-optimality, should be straight-

forward in general. The modified D-optimality criterion behaves as expected: When internal noise

levels are very low (or non-existent), the resulting optimal designs match the traditional D-optimal

designs- a balanced three point design at the end-points and mid-point of the domain. On the other

hand, with high levels of homoscedastic internal noise, the modifed criterion leads to a balanced

two-point design at the domain end-points, while high levels of heteroscedastic internal noise yields

a one-point optimal design at the most noisy location.

As an application example, we use the modified criterion to design future experiments for the

alignment of carbon nanotubes, under two scenarios: a completely new experiment, or an experi-

ment to supplement inference based on past experiments. In the completely new experiment sce-

nario, we obtain a seven point design, with a good balance in their proportions (a calculated balance

of 0.93, out of all possible balance values within [0, 0.98]). When considering a new CNT align-

ment experiment as a supplement to the previous one carried out by Remillard et al. 45 , then the

D-optimal design is a single-point design at the location generating the most internal noise.
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Uncertainty is a quality to be cherished, therefore – if

not for it, who would dare to undertake anything?

Villiers de L’Isle-Adam

4
A Missing Data Perspective for Modeling

Deformations in 3D Printed Products

In the past decade, additive manufacturing (AM) has attracted a lot of attention from manu-

facturers for producing physical objects7. AM, also referred to as 3D printing, is a highly promising

manufacturing technique which allows the layer-by-layer synthesis of physical products from 3D

Computer-Aided Designs (CAD) 18. Reliance on CAD templates means that production efficiency is

not affected by the complexity of the desired product, since molding construction and fixture tool-

ing designs are unnecessary 19,18. However, dimensional accuracy control currently poses a challenge
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in AM, often due to shrinkage resulting from phase changes in the printing material61,21.

Both empirical and physical models have been proposed for understanding and predicting shrink-

age6,33,55,67, but as Huang et al. 21 note, these models have been limited by inadequate physical under-

standing, high computational complexity, or fail to capture shape-dependent local shrinkage.

Defining deformation as in-plane profile deviations observed in Polar coordinates, Huang et al. 21

developed a comprehensive deformation model for 3D printed cylinders which was used to design

a compensation plan for minimizing deformation in new unobserved cylinders. i.e., denoting the

radii of the nominal (desired), and observed circles at an observed angle, θobs, by r0 and robs(θobs)

respectively, Huang et al. 21 developed a model for the deformation, Δ(c):

Δ(c)(θobs, r0) = robs(θobs)− r0 . (4.1)

Building on that work, Huang et al. 20 developed a cookie-cutter approach for modeling regular

polygons. i.e., denoting deformation of polygons by Δ(p), Huang et al. 20 proposed:

Δ(p)(θobs, r0) = Δ(c)(θobs, r0) + f1(θobs) , (4.2)

where r0 now denotes the radius of the polygon’s circumcircle, and f1(·) represents the deformation

due to the deviation of the polygon from the circumcircle (cookie-cutter difference).

The choice of the Polar coordinates is a natural one since the Cartesian representation, which

has been studied 57,56, faces a practical issue of correctly identifying shape deviation and capturing

dependence between the axes21.

The work by Huang et al. 21 and Huang et al. 20 , form the basis and inspiration for this paper. Al-

though the cookie-cutter models developed by Huang et al. 20 , perform well particularly for squares,

it requires remodeling the cookie-cutter function, f1(θobs), for any new shape. This is prohibitive in
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terms of resources since any new shape first has to be printed and the deformation modeled prior to

designing compensation plans. This is a limitation we attempt to overcome in this paper. Our main

objective is thus to develop a single comprehensive model for all shapes, by developing a cookie-

cutter approach from first principles. During this process, we encounter missing data, which we de-

scribe in section 4.1. Section 4.2 details models for handling the missing data, and describing point-

to-point deformation, while the results based measured printed shapes are presented in Section 4.3.

We discuss how a compensation plan based on the estimated relationships may be developed in Sec-

tion 4.4 and conclude in Section 4.5.

4.1 Deformation as a Missing Data Problem

We argue that deformation, as defined by (4.1), is inherently a missing data problem. To see this,

consider the hypothetical in-plane deformation of a printed cube in Figure 4.1. Denoting the nomi-

nal angle, nominal radius function, observed angle and observed radius function by θnom, rnom(·), θobs,

and robs(·) respectively, any given point on the nominal profile can be represented by the tuple,

(θnom, rnom(θnom)), and the corresponding point after deformation has occurred is represented

by (θobs, robs(θobs)). θnom, rnom(·), θobs, and robs(·) have traditionally been defined with respect to a

marked origin. However, marked origins are not always feasible, especially for donut shaped objects

(objects with a central hole where the origin should be). We thus depart from that definition and

redefine the angles and radii with respect to the centroid of the given shape. For the nominal shapes,

the centroid and marked origin coincide, although this does not necessarily hold for the observed

shapes, due to possibly asymmetric deformation.
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Figure 4.1: In-plane nominal and observed angles and radii for a hypothetical 3D printed cube.

The point-to-point difference is given by the vector (Δt, Δr) = (θobs − θnom, robs(θobs) −

rnom(θnom)). To relate this notion of deformation to the Polar-coordinate-based definition as in

(4.1), note that the deformation in (4.1) can be written as Δ = robs(θobs) − rnom(θobs), where

rnom(θobs) = r0 in (4.1). Performing a Taylor series expansion of rnom(θobs) around rnom(θnom),

and denoting the first two derivatives of rnom(·) by ṙnom(·) and r̈nom(·) respectively, the deformation

can thus be re-written in terms of Δt and Δr as

Δ = Δr − Δt · ṙnom(θnom)− Δ2
t
2

· r̈nom(θnom)− . . . . (4.3)

Thus Δ is simply a specific 1-dimensional function of the 2-dimensional point-to-point deforma-

tions. This expansion in (4.3) is an important one because it gives insights on how the cookie-cutter

model may be developed. For a cylinder the corresponding in-plane shape is simply a circle, the

nominal radius function (rnom(·)) is constant with zero-valued derivatives, and thus Δ = Δr. For

any general shape with nominal radius function, rnom(·), (4.3) implies that the corresponding cookie
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cutter function should depend on derivatives of rnom(·) , as well as the angle deformation, Δt. For

example, consider measurements obtained from a printed square in Fig. 4.2 and a free-form concave

shape in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.2: In-plane square shape in Cartesian (top) and Polar coordinates (bottom) on the left side. On the top right side,

the deformationΔ, based on amarked origin in red, and the deformation based on centroid center in blue. The bottom

right shows the first derivative of rnom(·).

It can be seen that the first derivative of rnom(·) plays a major role in determining the shape of the

deformation, with the specific shape determined by Δt, the angle deformations. The top right plots

of Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 show that this argument holds whether we define θnom, rnom(·), θobs, and robs(·)

based on a marked origin (in red) or we define them based on the centroid of the respective nominal

and observed shapes.
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Figure 4.3: In-plane concave shape in Cartesian (top) and Polar coordinates (bottom) on the left side. On the top right

side, the deformationΔ, based on amarked origin in red, and the deformation based on centroid center in blue. The

bottom right shows the first derivative of rnom(·).

Prior to manufacturing the 3D printed shape, the nominal radius function, rnom(·), is known.

After the printing process is complete, measurements are made along the profile of the object, thus

giving the tuple, (θobs, robs), for each profile point. Deformation is thus a missing data problem be-

cause the corresponding nominal angle, θnom, for each measured point is almost always unknown.

Estimating θnom is often possible due to a combination of supplementary data (in the form of

tracked markers), and landmark information (e.g., location of corners/peaks). Specifically, we em-

ploy multiple imputation techniques48, since they account for the full uncertainty created by the

missing data. Note that for 3D printed cylinders, rnom(·) is always constant. Therefore, estimation of

θnom only becomes necessary when we depart from cylindrical shapes.
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4.2 Models

From (4.3), it is clear that model building for the deformation, Δ, should proceed in two dimen-

sions: (i) a model for Δt = θobs − θnom, and (ii) another for Δr = robs(θobs) − rnom(θnom). Since

Δr depends on Δt through the unknown θnom, Δt has to be modeled first. Our modeling strategy is

thus:

1. Fit a shape-independent model for Δt using a combination of available landmarks and mark-

ers whose positions are tracked from the nominal to the observed shape.

2. Fit a model for Δr using profile data for each shape, imputing θnom = θobs−Δt for each point

in each shape.

We now proceed with the model for Δt.

4.2.1 Empirical Bayes Imputation Model for Missing Angles

We denote the list of available nominal marker and landmark locations, and corresponding observed

locations by {θnom
M , rrrnomM , θobs

M , rrrobsM }. Denoting the list of nominal and observed angles and radii for

points on each profile by θnom, rrrnom, θobs, and rrrobs respectively, the imputation model has the form

θnom|θobs, rrrobs, {θnom
M , θobs

M , rrrobsM },φ ∼ F(·) , (4.4)

whereF(·) is some distribution parametrized by φ. Thus if we assume the following data generat-

ing mechanism under a Bayesian framework,

(θobs, rrrobs)|θnom, rrrnom,φ ∼ G(·)

(θnom, rrrnom) ∼ Π(·) , (4.5)
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where G(·) and Π(·) represent data and prior distributions respectively, it can be seen thatF(·)

in (4.4) is simply the posterior predictive distribution for θnom based on (4.5), and observed data,

{θnom
M , θobs

M , rrrobsM }.

For the purposes of imputation, there is no need to select models for G(·) and Π(·). Instead we

can directly model

θnom|θobs, rrrobs,φ ∼ H(·) , (4.6)

whereH(·) represents the data distribution parametrized by φ. ThusF from (4.4) once again be-

comes the posterior predictive distribution for θnom based on (4.6), and observed data, {θnom
M , θobs

M , rrrobsM }.

Specifically for any given set of profile points, we employ the additive model,

θnom = θobs + μ111 + ν(θobs, rrrobs) + ε , (4.7)

where μ represents the mean of the difference θnom − θobs over the profile, ν(·) is a realization from a

zero-mean Gaussian process (GP)44, and ε is a white noise vector, i.e.,

ν(θ, r) ∼ GP(0, σ2K((θ, r), (θ′, r′))) and ε ∼ N (000, σ2zIII) .

Due to the differences in domain for the angle and radius dimensions, the usual covariance func-

tions may be inappropriate. It is possible to warp the dimension for angles to correct for the differ-

ence in domain, as is done to obtain the periodic correlation function by warping the angle dimen-

sion and employing the squared exponential covariance function44. However, this raises the issue

of careful selection of appropriate bounds for the range parameter. It is easier instead to define the

distance between two locations by their distance in Cartesian coordinates for the GP. Thus we can

rewrite

ν(θ, r) ≡ ν(x, y) ∼ GP(0, σ2K((x, y), (x′, y′))) .
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For selection of the correlation function, K(·, ·), we turn to a special class of Matérn correlation

functions44 defined in 1-dimension by

ka(x, x′) =
(
1+

√5|x − x′|
ρa

+
5(x − x′)2

3ρ2a

)
exp
(
−
√5|x − x′|

ρa

)
,

where ρa represents the range parameter. We thus complete the model for Δt by defining our corre-

lation function as the tensor product

K((x, y), (x′, y′)) = ka(x, x′) · kb(y, y′) .

The imputation distribution,Fφ is now simply the conditional multivariate normal distribution.

i.e., denoting the covariance matrix between θnom and θnom
M by KKK1,M, its transpose by KKKM,1, the covari-

ance matrix for θnom
M by KKKM,M, and the covariance matrix for θnom by KKK1,1 we have that

θnom|θobs, rrrobs, {θnom
M , θobs

M , rrrobsM },φ ∼ MVN (UUU,VVV) , (4.8)

where

UUU = θobs + μ111+ KKK1,MKKK−1
M,M(θnom

M − θobs
M − μ111) ,

and

VVV = KKK1,1 − KKK1,MKKK−1
M,MKKKM,1 .

Note that we have assumed φ = (μ, ρx, ρy, σ, σz) is known (or given) in (4.8), although this is often

not the case. In our analysis, we simply replace φ with its maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) φ̂,

thus implementing an empirical Bayes procedure 13,38,34,44. We now turn to the task of modeling the

radii deformation, Δr.
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4.2.2 Bayesian Model for Deformation

One implicit justification for the cookie-cutter model developed by Huang et al. 20 is that regular

polygons share some global deformation properties, captured by the deformation of their respective

circumcircles. We now formalize this justification by claiming that the shared global behavior of all

shapes, in the absence of noise, is of the form

robs(θobs)

rnom(θnom)
= f(θnom, rnom(θnom)) . (4.9)

To support this claim, we compare robs(θobs)/rnom(θnom) for three shapes in Fig. 4.4: a circle with ra-

dius 3 inches, a pentagon with circumcircle radius of 3inches and a dodecagon of circumcircle radius

3 inches. In order to make this comparison, we have used UUU in (4.8) to estimate and impute θnom.

Figure 4.4: Ratio of observed radii and nominal radii (after single imputation) for three different shapes.

It can be seen that the ratio, robs(θobs)/rnom(θnom), reveals the global shrinkage patterns suffi-

ciently well and suggests a sinusoidal functional form for f(·, ·) in (4.9). To further reveal the depen-
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dence of f(·, ·) on the nominal radius, rnom(·), we compare robs(θobs)/rnom(θnom) for three circles of

different radii in Fig. 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Ratio of observed radii and nominal radii for three circles with different sizes.

The sinusoidal pattern remains present, although the magnitude changes with respect to rnom(·).

In constructing a model for deformation in cylinders, Huang et al. 21 observed this same phenomenon

and note that the shrinkage of any printed shape should be proportional to the entire volume of the

product. Applying the same power models used by Huang et al. 21 for volume-dependent shrinkage

parameters, we propose the following form for f(·, ·),

f(θnom, rnom(θnom)) = α(rnom(θnom))a + β(rnom(θnom))b cos
(
2
(

θnom − π
4

))
, (4.10)

and the following model for the noisy data,

robs(θobs) = rnom(θnom) · f(θnom, rnom(θnom)) + e , (4.11)
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where e ∼ N (0, σ2e) describes the noise distribution. We have defined the constant variance noise

on the scale of the observed radii, so that the noisy ratio, robs(θobs)/rnom(θnom) has a noise magnitude

inversely proportional to the nominal radii, rnom(θnom), as observed in Fig 4.5. To obtain either Δr

or Δ from (4.11), we simply subtract rnom(θnom) or rnom(θobs) respectively. Introducing flat priors for

the parameters under a Bayesian framework, our final model for robs(θobs) is given by

robs(θobs) ∼ N
(

α(rnom(θnom))a+1 + β(rnom(θnom))b+1 cos
(
2
(

θnom − π
4

))
, σ2e
)

π(α, a, β, b, log(σe)) ∝ 1 . (4.12)

4.3 Estimation and Results

In estimating the models, we analyze 10 printed shape datasets: 6 circles (0.5, 1.5, 3, 0.5, 1 and 2 inch

radii respectively), 2 squares (2 and 3 inch side lengths), a pentagon (1 inch circumcircle) and a do-

decagon (3 inch circumcircle). These are shown in Fig. 4.6. We also have 36 markers recorded (from

the nominal shapes to the final shapes after deformation) for each of 2 circles (1 and 3 inch radii) and

a square (3 inch side length). Landmarks are chosen to be corner points of the 10 training datasets

where they exist.

We first fit the model for Δt in section 4.2.1, using the DiceKriging package47 in the R statisti-

cal software. The MLE is obtained as φ̂ = (μ̂ = 0.0003, ρ̂a = 0.5630, ρ̂b = 0.6279, σ̂ =

0.0009, σ̂z = 0.0013). Based on these estimates, we calculate the posterior (conditional) means

and standard errors of Δt for a grid of new points in Cartesian coordinates using (4.8). The posterior

means are shown in Fig. 4.7, while the posterior standard errors are shown in Fig. 4.8.

The complex contour patterns in Fig. 4.7 provide some justification for modeling Δt through

the non-parametric Gaussian process model we used. In Fig. 4.8, it can be seen that we have more

uncertainty in locations where there is a dearth of marker data, and this suggests possible marker
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Figure 4.6: Observed profile measurements for 10 shapes: 6 circles (0.5, 1.5, 3, 0.5, 1 and 2 inch radii respectively), 2

squares (2 and 3 inch side lengths), a pentagon (1 inch circumcircle) and a dodecagon (3 inch circumcircle).
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Figure 4.7: Contour plot for the posterior mean ofΔt , overlaid by blue dots and red crosses representing all available
marker (and landmark) locations on nominal and observed shapes respectively.
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Figure 4.8: Contour plot for the posterior standard error ofΔt , overlaid by blue dots representing all available marker

(and landmark) locations on observed shapes respectively.

locations when planning future printing experiments.

To fit the model for robs(θobs) in (4.12), we perform multiple imputations for θnom under high-

dimensionality considerations, using the estimated model for Δt and the provided θobs. Specifically,

due to the high-dimensionality of θobs, we only sample Δt for some representative set of θobs (chosen

to equi-spaced in the interval (0, 2π]). All θobs not in the representative set are then obtained by

interpolation. Although this raises some issues about correct quantification of the uncertainty in

the model, we choose the size of the representative set to be as high as possible under computational

constraints, so that the effect of the interpolation on uncertainty quantification is minimized.
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The deformation profile at the observed angles, Δ = robs(θobs) − rnom(θobs), for our 10 training

datasets are shown in Fig. 4.9

Figure 4.9: Observed profile deformations (Δ = robs(θobs) − rnom(θobs)) for 10 shapes: 6 circles (0.5, 1.5, 3, 0.5, 1 and
2 inch radii respectively), 2 squares (2 and 3 inch side lengths), a pentagon (1 inch circumcircle) and a dodecagon (3 inch

circumcircle).
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Performing Markov Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) 17 draws over the posterior distribution of

(α, a, β, b, log(σe)) based on (4.12), we estimate Δ by its posterior predictive mean, and provide

95% posterior intervals (see Appendix C.1 for the MCMC diagnostic plots). The posterior predictive

mean and intervals are shown in Fig. 4.10. The model fit appears to be good in general, although it

seems to have a little trouble accurately capturing the deformation at corners of the squares.

Figure 4.10: Observed profile deformations, posterior mean, and 95% posterior intervals for (robs(θobs) − rnom(θobs))
based on the 10 training datasets.
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We perform an external validation of the model by predicting the deformation of 5 new printed

shapes: a pentagon (3 inch circumcircle radius), a convex free-form shape, a rectangle (1.6 by 1.2

inches), a dodecagon (3 inch circumcircle radius), and a concave free-form shape. All that is needed

for the prediction of each new shape is the nominal radius function, rnom(·), along with the esti-

mated models from section 4.2. These new shapes are shown in Fig. 4.11, along with model pre-

dictions and 95% predictive intervals in Figure 4.12. The predictions for the polygons are generally

good, except at the rectangle’s corners. Considering that the predictive model was trained on circles

and polygons, the predictions for the free-form shapes are especially good, despite the sharp dip not

captured by the prediction intervals for the concave free-form deformation.

Figure 4.11: Observed profile measurements in Cartesian coordinates for the 5 test shapes: a pentagon (3 inch circum-

circle radius), a convex free-form shape, a rectangle (1.6 by 1.2 inches), a dodecagon (3 inch circumcircle radius), and a

concave free-form shape.
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Figure 4.12: Observed profile deformations, posterior mean, and 95% posterior intervals for (robs(θobs) − rnom(θobs))
based on the 5 test shapes: a pentagon (3 inch circumcircle radius), a convex free-form shape, a rectangle (1.6 by 1.2

inches), a dodecagon (3 inch circumcircle radius), and a concave free-form shape.

4.4 Compensation Plan Design

The ultimate purpose of the deformation models we propose and estimate in sections 4.2 and 4.3 is

to design compensation plans for minimizing the deformation. We propose the following strategy

for obtaining a desired radius of r∗ at an angle θ∗:

1. Obtain an estimate of the θnom which deforms to θ∗, denoted by θ̃, using the posterior pre-

dictive mean based on (4.8)

θ̃ = E(θnom|θobs = θ∗, robs = r∗, {θnom
M , θobs

M , rrrobsM },φ = φ̂) ,
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where φ̂ denotes the MLE of φ.

2. Obtain an estimate of the rnom which deforms to r∗, denoted by r̃, by solving for r in the

equation

α̂râ+1 + β̂rb̂+1 cos
(
2
(

θ̃ − π
4

))
= r∗ ,

where α̂, β̂, â and b̂ refer to posterior mean of the respective parameters.

Thus for every point, (θ∗, r∗), in the profile of a desired shape, we obtain corresponding estimates of

the compensation, c(θ̃) = r̃ − rnom(θ̃) to added at the angle θ̂.

We can obtain an estimate of the uncertainty around this compensation plan based on (θ̃, r̃), by

using Monte-Carlo techniques. Specifically, for a pre-specified number of samples N, we use the

following strategy

1. For i = 1, . . . ,N, sample θi based on the distribution in (4.8).

2. Using the distribution in (4.11), sample Zi ∼ N (0, 1) and solve for ri in the equation.

α̂râ+1
i + β̂rb̂+1

i cos
(
2
(

θi −
π
4

))
+ σ̂eZi = r∗.

3. Convert each (θi, ri) to Cartesian coordinates (xi, yi), and convert (θ̃, r̃) to (x̃, ỹ) as well.

4. Calculate the quantity

D =
1

N − 1

 ∑N
i=1 (xi − x̃)2

∑N
i=1 (xi − x̃) (yi − ỹ)∑N

i=1 (xi − x̃) (yi − ỹ)
∑N

i=1 (yi − ỹ)2



5. Report τ =
√

trace(D), the Frobenius norm of D1/2 (where (D1/2)TD1/2 = D), as the

uncertainty associated with using (θ̃, r̃). Note that τ is also the root mean squared distance
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of possible nominal points (i.e., (xi, yi)) for getting the desired observed point (i.e.,(θ∗, r∗)),

from the nominal point estimate, (x̃, ỹ).

Figure 4.13: Compensation plan for pentagonwith 3 inch circumcircle radius.

For example, we design a compensation design for a pentagon with circumcircle radius of 3

inches, based on our estimated models in section 4.3. The desired shape, compensation plan, and

uncertainty around that compensation plan are depicted in Fig. 4.13.

It can be seen that compensation around the corners of the pentagon exhibit the most uncer-

tainty. This extra uncertainty near the corners can be explained by smoothing effect of light blur-

ring, as noted by Xu et al. 66 . This smoothing effect, resulting from energy convolution of neigh-
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boring pixels66, thus has a more drastic effect on shape corners, as detected by our point-to-point

deformation models.

4.5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we have developed a single framework for modeling the deformation of 3D printed

products based on point-wise deformations. We have shown that the printed shapes share global de-

formation/shrinkage features which can be modeled separately from the local deformation features

based on the cookie-cutter idea by Huang et al. 20 . We have also shown that the local deformation

features depend on the derivatives of the nominal radius function, and involve missing data which

can be handled using multiple imputation and tracked markers/landmarks.

External validation of our fitted model shows good predictions even for shapes not yet encoun-

tered, thus confirming a strong shared global deformation pattern. However, improvements can

be made for predicting local deformation patterns through the aid of more markers, particularly

in regions where such markers are sparse. Based on the point-wise deformation models, we have

proposed a compensation plan procedure and we have shown as an example, a compensation plan

design, along with uncertainty quantification, for achieving a pentagon with 3 inch circumcircle

radius.

Future research directions include designing a fully Bayesian framework for imputing the missing

angles, accounting for dependence along the deformation profile instead of independent errors, and

developing strategies for handling the high-dimensional data.
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A
Appendix for Chapter 1

A.0 Glossary of notations

gi(θ) → the random shape of island i on the copper tray.

q(t) → the kinetics driving the growth on the tray.

We denote Q(t) =
t∫
0

q(s)ds and define Q(0) = 0.

t0i → the nucleation time of island i on the tray.

vi(θ, t) → the angular dependent growth velocity of island i.

N(t) → the (random) number of islands on the tray at time t.

Si(t0i, t) → the area covered by island i with nucleation time t0i, by time t.

S.j(t) → the total area covered by the graphene islands on the tray by time t.
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Note that S.(t) =
∞∑
i=1

Si(t) · 1{t0i ≤ t} =
N(∞)∑
i=1

Si(t) · 1{t0i ≤ t} =
N(t)∑
i=1

Si(t)

where 1{t0i ≤ t} is the usual indicator function and N(t) =
∞∑
i=1

1{t0i ≤ t}.

S0
. (t) → the total area covered by the graphene islands on the tray by time t,

when t0i = 0 for every i.

ri(θ, t0i, t) → the length/distance from the edge of the ith island with nucleation

time t0i, to its center, at a specific angle θ and time t (for a circular island

shape, this is simply the radius at time t).

Also note that ri(θ, t0i, t) = 0 if t0i > t (as implied by64).

ṽi(θ, t) → the angular dependent growth velocity of island i on the tray for

the average growth process (i.e., averaging out the random behavior of

carbon atom attachment/detachment). Recall that we assumed

ṽi(θ, t) = gi(θ)q(t).

r̃i(θ, t0i, t) → the length/distance from the edge of the ith island with nucleation

time t0i, to its center, at a specific angle θ and time t, after averaging out

the random carbon atom attachment/detachment.

r̃i(θ, t0i, t) =
t∫

t0i
ṽi(θ, s)ds.

S̃i(t0i, t) → the average area covered by island i with nucleation time t0i, by time t

i.e. averaging out the random behavior of carbon atom attachment/detachment.

Note: S̃i(t0i, t) = E(Si(t0i, t)|t0i), and S̃i(t0i, t) = 1
2

2π∫
0

r̃2i (θ, t0i, t).
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A.1 Proof of Theorem 1.2.1

Given t0i ≤ t for ith graphene island on the copper tray, we can write

d
dt S̃i(t0i, t) =

1
2

d
dt

2π∫
0

r̃2i (θ, t0i, t)dθ

=

2π∫
0

ṽi(θ, t)

 t∫
t0i

ṽi(θ, s)ds

 dθ

=

 2π∫
0

g2i (θ)dθ

 q(t)
t∫

t0i

q(s)ds

= 2Anuc · q(t)
t∫

t0i

q(s)ds .

Now integrating both sides with respect to time t, we obtain

S̃i(t0i, t) + Const = 2Anuc
[ 1
2
Q2(t)− Q(t0i)Q(t)

]
.

When t = t0ij, we have S̃i(t0i, t) = 0 and thus

Const = −2Anuc
( 1
2
Q2(t0i)

)
,

so that S̃i(t0i, t) = Anuc [Q(t)− Q(t0i)]2. Since Q(0) = 0, we also get S̃i(0, t0i) = AnucQ2(t0i),

which implies that

Q(t0i) =

√
S̃i(0, t0i)

Anuc
.

The conditional mean for S̃i(t0i, t) is given as

E(S̃i(t0i, t)|t0i ≤ t) = Anuc · E ([Q(t)− Q(t0i)]2 |t0i ≤ t)
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= Anuc ·
[
(Q(t)− E(Q(t0i)|t0i ≤ t))2 + Var(Qj(t0i)|t0i ≤ t)

]
.

Denoting

ξ(t) = E(S̃i(t0i, t)|t0i ≤ t) ,

ϕ(t) =
√

Anuc · E(Q(t0i)|t0i ≤ t) = E(
√

S̃i(0, t0i)|t0i ≤ t) , and

ϖ(t) = Anuc · Var(Q(t0i)|t0i ≤ t) = Var(
√

S̃i(0, t0i)|t0i ≤ t) ,

We can now write

Q(t) = 1√
Anuc

[√
ξ(t)− ϖ(t) + ϕ(t)

]
and q(t) = 1√

Anuc

[
ξ′(t)− ϖ′(t)

2
√

ξ(t)− ϖ(t)
+ ϕ′(t)

]
,

completing the proof.
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A.2 Diagnostic plots

Figure A.1: 10000MCMCdraws for each variable after discarding the burn-in. The plots indicate goodmixing.
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B
Appendix for Chapter 2

B.1 Signal to Noise Ratio

First note from (2.14) that by completing the square, we can rewrite μX as

μX = β2

(
X +

β1
2β2

)2
+

(
β0 −

β2
1

4β2

)
= β2τ

2η(X) +

(
β0 −

β2
1

4β2

)
,

where
√

η(X) =
1
τ

(
X +

β1
2β2

)
∼ N

(
1
τ

(
γZ +

β1
2β2

)
, 1
)

,
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so that η(X) is itself a non-central chi-square random variable with k = 1 degree of freedom and

λ(Z) non-centrality parameter

η(X) ∼ χ2
(

k = 1, λ(Z) = 1
τ2

(
γZ +

β1
2β2

)2)
,

and thus μX is simply a scaled and shifted non-central chi-squared random variable, which makes

calculating its moments straightforward. Recall that the mean and variance of a non-central chi-

square variable with k degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter λ is given by k + λ and

2(k + 2λ) respectively. Thus we will have the following marginal expectation

E(Y|Z, θ,φ) = E(μX|Z, θ,φ)

= β2τ
2(k + λ(Z)) +

(
β0 −

β2
1

4β2

)
= (β0 + β2τ

2) + (β1γ)Z + (β2γ
2)Z2 ,

after simplification. The marginal variance is also given by

Var(Y|Z, θ,φ) = E(σ2|Z, θ,φ) + Var(μX|Z, θ,φ)

= σ2 + 2β2
2τ

4(k + 2λ(Z))

= σ2 + 2β2
2τ

2
(

τ2 + 2
(

γZ +
β1
2β2

)2)
.
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C
Appendix for Chapter 4

C.1 MCMC Diagnostic Plots

Figure C.1:MCMC trace plots based on (4.12).
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Figure C.2:MCMC trace plots based on (4.12).

Figure C.3:MCMC trace plots based on (4.12).
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